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The New Road
The Road3 meeting at the Com
munity Hall Tuesday evening was
well attended, many farmers
driving in in their cars to take
part. Dr. M. D. Gibbs was
Chairman and W. H, Willcox,
Secretary. J. Floersheim report
ed that the local member of the
County Board declared readiness
to establish a road, as desired to
connect with the Union County
road, anywhere we wanted it and
would proceed to make the neces
sary improvements. A road petition presented last summer by
Will Hill was taken as a basis
and urged by the meeting, recognizing however that there were
many other section line roads
equally economical and practical.
The Secretary was directed to
place the decision of the meeting forcefully before the County
Board and all agree to help boost
'
it along.
The citizens will meet again
when there is anything to be
done at the call of the Chairman.

Wilson's-Messag-

Soldier

e

Program

President Wilson's Message to
Congress is the greatest utter'
ance ever made by the head of
any nation.
It expresses .in
simple, concise language the best
and prevailing sentiment of the
whole civilized world. Our pres
ident is the recognized spokesman for all the allied and neutral
powers of earth and he has declared this war on Jthe highest
broadest plane of Christian Civil

I. O. O. F. Hall, Roy,
Saturday, December 8. 17

ization.
Woodrow Wilson is the greatest man with the greatest opportunity in all history.

Audience
Twelve Little Boys

Military Drill

Miss Lillian Griner
Miss Erma Russell

"Palms"

Piano Duett

: J. Floersheim
"Four Minute Talk"
Burn- -'
Mrs. Waters
"Keep the Home-Fire- s
Duett
ing till the Boys Come Home" Miss Clara Martin
Miss Dorothy Gibbs
"Mr. Tarcher and Love"
Reading
' Miss Grace Worley
"Cradle Song"
Solo
:
Rev. O. W. Hearn
"Four Minute Talk,

Notice to Registered Men
November 30, 1917.
To all Local Boards and News-

papers!
Gentlemen

'

"America"

Song

-

Letters Red Cross Drive
At the meeting of the Red
Cross "Drive" Committee Saturday night jt was decided to enlist aH the business houses in
Roy in active work for the MemArrangmer.ts
bership drive.

Thanksgiving Day 1917
n
To the
In behalf of all the members
of the company I send greetings
to the folks back home who are
in a thousand ways aiding the
government in the prosecution of
this war. No one has had more
evidence of your loyalty to the
flag than the writer of this letter for not a day passes that I do
not hear directly from some of
Spanish-America-

Entertainment for RED CROSS

-

have been made for you to leave
your dollar and application at
any of the following business
houses in Roy
.
Floersheim Merc. Co.
Roy

Trading Co.

Fairview Pharmacy
Roy Trust and Savings Bank,
J, Appel, Co.
Albert Bacharach,
P. C", Haines. Harness Shop
Home Restaurant
Roy Garage
Baum Bros.

you.
As the son of one of the citizens of Roy I take special pride
in sending cordial thanks to the
patriotic fathers and mother?,
wives and sweethearts, brothers
and sisters who are making continual sacrifices that the men of
Fort Bliss and other training
camps may nobly and herocially
represent them and the country
in the great struggle for world
liberty and for the preservation
of Christian Civilization.
Thomas J. Smith,
Ambulance Co. 10
Fort Bliss, Texas

Spanish-America-

n

F. H. Foster
W. H, Willcox
Or any other business house in
town,
The object is to increase the
membership in the Red Cross to
50,000,000 and add needed funds
for its relief work.

i
Miss Matthews
Governor Lindsey is
'
Waters
Mrs.
Day"
Perfect
"A
Quartette
Ladies
in receipt of the following mesMiss Worley
sage from General Crowd er datMrs. Ogden
ed November 29, 1917, WashingMiss Clara Martin
"My Lassie"
Solo
ton, D. C.
Mrs. Irvin Ogden
---o
"Please cause the broadest and
Reading "Susan Barton's Confession"
Henry Farr met with a serious
The following is a list of volun
most extensive and continuous
Mare Island, Cal.
Mr. Crowe
accident Monday. He went out
donations to the Red Cross
tary
possible publicity to be given
Nov. 26, 1917.
,.
"Still, Still With Thee" Mr. Hearn
Male Quartette
early to catch up a team from through the Adjutant General,
work in Roy. Received by the
Mr. Justice
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Ogden the pasture. A mule went in the Local and District Boards, the
Mr. Hanson
I received your
a short Roy Auxiliary since the last
stable with the horsts and as Newspapers and all other possby those who
time ago, and I thank you very similar publication
Dr. M. D. Gibbs
Talk"
Henry went in the mule ran over
Minute
"Four
ible means of warning to all regmuch. It certainly cheers up a cannot help diractly in it.
him bruising him up so that the
$10.CO
,Mis3
Mrs. T. E. Mitchell
Russell.
Erma
istrants who may have changed
"Lefmyrtes
fellow to hear some news from
Piano Solo
Dr. had to patch him up when he
1.
Ivey
e
F.
E.
Mr.
their places of abode and
home. I sent you the Fleet
got to town.
.50
Titterington
Mr3.
address to communicate
Review not long ago and tho't
5.00
Towers
Mr.
immediately with their local
you would like to S3e what Vvd
Mrs. Wagner, mother of Mrs. boards where they are registered
2.50
Mr. Iiines
"
of a paper the Navy puts out.
o
,
s
d
Rev. Heaton, arrived from
1.
Ratcliff
and furnish their present adMiuS.
I like the Navy very well, The
Roy is to have a new Store.
V,;
Oklahoma, Monday with dresses S3 that Questionnaires,
1...
V. Mitchell
R.
Mrs.
Mr. Adelo Imros, and son, Menia "Chow" is fine and so is the pay
'
the children of Rev. and Mrs. which will begin to be mailed
Harper
I.Irs. Ethel
Adelo, Syrians: are fitting ud a Its almost six months since I
,)
to
S
W. C. Heaton, a girl of 6 and December fifteenth, will reach
Yeomen Lodge
10.00
I
block
trainjoined.
my
had
most of
general store in the Foster
Boy of 3 years. Mrs. Heaton is
delay.
Fund
such registrants without
Prohibition.
1.27
will
prelimining
at Mare Island, my
the old restaurant room, and
beginning to improve in health
School
Registrants are bound by law
Liberty
1,45
the
ary training was at Goat Island.
soon offer their wares to
and she and her friends are
to keep themselves advised of all
I am in the Signal school and
public.
to fight oh for her re- proceedings in respect to them
Err.cst Cochrane, of Mills was
like it very well Some time ago
with
IL:
come
they
understand
We
covery.
home
for Thanksgiving and drove
and failure to do so may result in
from the it was reported that I am on radio
fine recommendations
in his fathers car to call on
down
their losing right' to claim exCUiarÍ3Jtfcld .Co... and other but th:t. was a retake. I have
Rev. Ford, of Solano, was rn emption1
friends iaJJoy, including, tii
or discharged Please
' ".
y rr'j.
a big chance , of 'promotion to a
r n r
wholesalers,
town Wednesday. He is travel- request newspapers to give this
office. Ernest has grown a
quartermaster which is the same
ing now in the interest of Life warning broad and continuous
bout 20 pounds, learned to stand
Judge F. H. Foster has closed as a navigator, "I may be a cap-- ! jup straight, has rosy cheeks and
Insurance, and had been in the publication from this time until
Ball
Red
Cross
a deal for the Archuleta lots in tain some day if I'll get salty a naughty twinkle in his eye and
north country for a week..
the process of mailing Questionthe block fronting main street enough."
has generally developed from an
has been accomplished."
The Red Cross Ball Thanksgiv
naires
A friend of mine in school got
Mrs. Ethel Harper came down
and now owns all of the block
boy into a handsome
awkward
Yours truly,
ing night was an immense sue
except the corner lot owned by disdusted with it and quit. young man since leaving Roy last
from Mills Tuesday afternoon
cess both socially and financially
R. C. Reid.
with John Hepburn, Mail carrier
F. D. Meffert. The considera- jnow ne is eointr on tne Asiatics,
;
The hall was tastefully decora
,
m.
tion was $1000.00 and compleles He said the school was too sbw!sp!i"'.
on the Mills Route and visited a
H,s Sls'6
in cross colors and many were
ted
.Mari
e,T
A
for
California
him.
of
native
largest
filing
as
well
as
and
with
best
friends
of
the
one
Kansas
to
time
Mahoney
short
went
Jack
with bun to visit their girl
cape
present from the contry and from
thats the reason.
holdings on main street.
on a homestead which she will City Thursday with four cars of
menus.
iney are auenamg
other towns,
Mrs. J. Floersheim invited me
Federalong
her
with
hold down
cattle shipped by himself, G. R.
school
Raton
in
this winter and
packed
The hall was
, until
al job.
Abernathy, Wm. Baum and anRev. Dawn of Des Moines, to spend an evening with her and
m v. unify uuu itUUin
wiiivun
ill
scarsely room to dance
preached two splendid sermons her sister, Mrs. Oppenheim and the Reporter o.Tice keeping ink on
other party, Jack will go on to there was
The total receipts were $115.00 of
John Cordell, oldtime home- Minneapolis and visit his old
here Sunday and remained to family, a short time ago. I met his fingers in the manner of a
A
100
admissions.
which
was
start along the work of complet- Barry Kirby there. He is at the true printer,
steader and one of the best boys home at LeRoy, Minnesota, begoodf
ellowship
prevailed
spirit
of
ing the new Baptist Church in Presidio. We had a very enjoyon this mesa writes from his fore returning. He shivered at
all present enjoyed the affair
and.
Roy. He emphasized the fact able evening together.
present home at Yates Center the news in a letter that it was
Eufracio Gallegos the Union
knowledge that the Red
and
the
that there was no dissention a-- I would give anything to see County Sheep man, was in Roy
Kansas. He says he has been 15 degrees below zero up there.
Cross was thus enabled to en mong
"Helping Hoover" for two
the churches and Rev. folks at home but there s not Monday.
He was calling on
large
its ministrations of mercy. Hearn, of the Christian Church, very much of a chance to.
months and sends two years sub. ' The Griner sisters have exfriends here and out in the coun- Church Unity
Hopes it is not as
to the
try and dnvmg a swell car that
pressed their approval of the The Red Cross desires that all who is strong for
time here Thanksgiving.
The
as
statements.
his
up
is
in
Kansas
in
him
backed
dry here as it
pass everything on the
by paying their subscription knitted work for the soldiers
from H. M. S,
we are English sailors
outsider"
"Rank
a
As
feed and stock water is getting
.
with.
road
another year in advance.
that is completed be brought in agreeable and like them all Orbita are going to have a socker
scarce there. He sends regards
delivered to Mrs. W. H. whether they live together in an game with the sailors of this
and
to all his Roy friends.
Prof R s Trumbull came up
Mrs. Mary Waters, and Miss Willcox this week so that it may Apartment house or separate in staüon. The other events wilIfrorn came up from E1 Pas0
Elsye Hoelz, teachers in the Roy be forwarded Saturday to the cottages, just so they keep up be track, base ball and a show in Saturday, he got in on a freight
the evening, There will be tur- - train but hem on the pay rol of
Schools, went to Springer to Division Head Quarters at Den the good work.
key, pumpkin pie, and every- - the R R exem ts him from
Mrs. ver.
Thanksgiving
spend
at
sus.
The Official Count has at last
L. I.
uung
goou ior a j narms- - picon on thí ,t acc0Unt. He
home,
parental
the
Waters'
mats
elecis
been made for the recent
Rev. G. B. Hall, wife and sons Miss Walker, homesteader from giving dinner, bo you see we riding over the country
Taylor ranch. They also visited
on his
tion on Constitutional AmendFarMrs.
and
Passamonte,
have just as much chance for a Indian Motorcycle, getting data
Raton and had a fine time during returnen Saturday from their ex- near
ments. They show a very gratiwho
came
of
hers
friend
lines,
a
in
Dakota,
tended
Oklahoma
visit
stomachache here as at home.
Thanksgiving vacation.
on crops and people.
fying result of the first use of the
from Nashville, Tennessee, re
and intervening states.
Well I'll close for this time.
the Australian Ballot System in
Rev. Hall authorizes us to say cently, have started a restaurant Hoping to hear from you soon.
The Victor S. S. Class enterErnest M. Coliins, of Nolan.
getting at the actual sentiment
in all his trip he saw no in the building south of the bank
that
Sincerely
yours,
the Eible Students on
tained
expected
here this!
of the people. The total vote is Alaska, is
good to him formerly occupied as a restaur
looked
place
that
as
evening at the
Thanksgiving
week to visit his sister, Mrs. Irvin
Leo Rychlewski.
as follows
right
on the mesa and he ant by Emma Romero, and are
here
as
Búngalo
where many
Griner
He has been visiting
The Prohibition Amendment Ogden.
conducting a restaurant with the
satisfied
with
better
than
is
ever
and
games
music
indulged
were
Rev. Bugg has decided to recarried by a majority of 16,583 his mother, Mrs. A. L. Collins, at homestead and crops,
few sleeping rooms in connection
climate,
in.
main here another month and
The Tax amendment was de- Rackford, 111. and other relatives friends and all
that go to make They are attracting considerable fully establish his restored health
A crowd of 33 young people
been
He
eas
states.
in
different
10,971
by
feated
trade and will be appreciated by
most
this
place
to
the
desirable
were present. The success of
The Judicial District was de- in Alaska eight years and will re live he has
the transcient public as our facil- before going to his new hom in
known.
We
are
evér
inis Pari" 19 aue w ine efficient
turn there to his mining properXexico.
feated by 5,544
glad to. have them back and to ities have not always been adeof the Victor Class, who
officers
concluded.
when
his
is
visit
vote
ties
of
gave
a
County
Mora
know that the trip has confirmed quate to the rush of business at
Raymond
Towers Pres. Miss
are,
Proagainst
585
the
1114 for and
them in the knowledge that this times and we cordially welcome
V.
Griner
Lillian
Pres. and Miss
submitted
Russell
E.
Prof
J.
against
1268
and
hibitory, 484 for
'
them to Roy.
is the place to live.
o
Sec.
Baker
of
Ida
operation
relief
to
for
the
an
1390
and
447
for
the Tax and
The Roy Sunday School decid- Refreshments were served at a
the Judicial Amendments. a chronic ailment, last WednesProgram
Sunday
to
have
a
ed
mov
last
HosS.
hour consisting of cake and
Roy
Co.
Brown
F.
late
40
Trading
has
foot
a
evening
erected
Plumlee
day
The
the
at
was
The total vote in the state
'
and Christmas tree and supply gelatine.
rear
rewindmill
and
to
the
12ft.
tower
hoped
dept.
able
to
to
be
his
the1
He
Grocery
at
pital.
ed
40,779.
younger;
Every. ne report? a fine time
turn to the school room Monday new well on the Dr. Evans place, of the store where the tempera treats for the three
cmipoisd
committee
A
classes.
placed
seriand
and
week.
this
are always anxious for an-is
heavy
pumpmore
It
his
a
condition
uniform
was
more
but
is
ture
new
is
the.
Ernest Leatherman
appointed
was
all
teachers
the
ing
the
rig
and
at
is
one soon. '
will
and
he
pump
400
anticipated
other
ous
the
Hardware
than
Co.
Shoes
and
Trading
Roy
the
driver for the
,
'foot Well under it. a Guest.
still in the hospital.
front of the store for the winter. to make the arrangement?.
Delivery wagon.
,
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

strength Is gone." Impulsively ha
half encircled her with his thin arms,
but she seemed armored with ice, and
he dropped them. . She could hear him
grind his teeth. "I dare not lay hands
upon you," he chattered, "Angel of
my dreams, I am faint with longing,
To love you and yet to be denied ; to
feel myself aflame and yet to see yoq
cold; to be halted at the very doora
of Paradise I What torture V
gift that can't be
The fellow's
In the ACnitlSTMAS
Is a disappointmidst of his frenzy frightened Alalre
ment. The average man or worn-i- n
more than did his wildest avowals; It
Would rather receive a post card
was in something of a panic that she
vlth a cheerful "Merrle Christmas" on
said :
t than a gift that Is Just perfunctory.
"One moment you tell me I am safe,
The war has made us all alert this
the next you threaten me. Tou say I rear for the cheer and welfare of our
am free, and yet you coerce me. Prove
your love. Let me go"
"No I No I I shall call the priest'
Longorlo turned toward the door,
but half-wa- y
a croas the floor he was
halted by a woman's shriek which Issued from somewhere inside the house.
It was repeated. There was an out
burst In a mnscullne voice, then the
;
X
patter f footsteps approaching down
the tiled hallway. Dolores burst into
presence,
her mistress
her face
blanched, her hair disordered.
She
flung herself Into Alalre'i arms, cry
ing:
"Señora I Save me!' God's curse
on the ruffian. Oh"
,.
"Dolores!" Alalre exclaimed. "What
has happened?"
Longorlo demanded, Irritably: "Tea.
Why are you yelling like this?"
"A man
Seel One of those dirty
pciaaors. vooyl where he tore my
My

"What Shall

Christmas Gifts

HEART OF THE S

XX

Continued.

T

ot

,

mo-ne- nt

-

high-strun-

CHAPTER

XXI.

The Doors of Paradise.
Alalre began the mockery of ploying

hostess with extreme distaste, and as
the meal progressed she experienced
a growing uneasiness. Longorlo's bearing had changed since his arrival. lie
was still extravagantly courteous,
beautifully attentive; he maintained
a flow of conversation that relieved her
of any effort and yet he displayed a
repressed excitement hat was disturb
ing. In his eyes there wsS a clop ting
look of possession bard to endure. Despite her Icy formality, he appeared
to he loldlng himself within the
coñuda of propriety only by an effort
of the will, and she was not surprised
when, at the conclusion of the meal,
he cast restraint aside.
She did not let him go far with his
wooing before warning him: "I won't
listen to you. Tou are a man of taste ;
you must realize how offensive this Is."
"Let us not deceive each other," he
Insisted. "We are alone. Let us be
honest. Do not ask me to put faith In
your grief. I find my excuse In the
extraordinary nature of this situation."
"Nothing can excuse indelicacy," she
answered, evenly. "Tou transgress the
commonest rules of decency."
But he was Impatient "What sentiment I Tou did not love your husband. Tou were for years his prisoner. Through the bars of your prison
I saw and loved yon. Dios I The first
sight of your face altered the current
of my Ufe. I saw heaven In your eyes,
end I have dreamed of nothing else
ever since. Well, Providence opened
the doors and set you free; God gave
heed to my prayers and delivered you
to me. Now you pretend to grieve at
yonr deliverance; you ask me to reaped die memory of your Jailer Decency? Delicacy? What are they except art, 1cl;ill ties, which vanish in
of treta? Alexander 'he Great
1

self-contr-

A Bratlira

Caesar, Napoleon, Porfirio DUz they
were strong, purposeful men; they
"No, do 1" He made a gesture of de- lived as I live. Señora, you dally with
nial. "Uow ridiculous ! I merely keep love."
you from certain destruction. Tou can-aAlnlre's face was white with anger
go by train, because the railroad as she replied : "Tou cause me to forhas suspended public service, nor can get that you are my guest Art you
ron ride or drive. I tell you, señora, the man I considered you or the man
the people are aroused. For the
you are reported to be?"
yon must accept my protection,
"Ehr
whether yon wish to or not Tomor"Are you the gentleman, tne friend,
row" Longorlo smiled wartaly, mean-tngl- y you pretended to be, or the vandal
"perhaps you will not be In such whom no woman can trust? Tou treat
taste to refuse It, or to leave La Feria. me as If you were my Jailer. What do
Walt until you understand me better. you mean? What kind of man are you
Then
But enough of this. You are to . take advantage of my bereave
anstriog, you wish to be alone wltU ment?"
your thoughts, and what I have to say
After a moment's consideration, Lou
can wait for a few hours. In the mean- gorlo began haltingly: "I
don't know
time, may I beg the hospitality of your what kind of a man am, for you have
I
ranch for myself and my men?"
changed me so. There was a time
Alalre acquiesced mechanically. Lon- I I have done things I have scorned
gorlo saluted her fingers In his cus- all
all laws except those i
tomary manner, and then, with a look my restraint
(res, and so, perhaps, I ant a
da
eloquent of things unsaid, he went out vandal. .Make sure
of this, boweve
to see to the comfort of his command.
1 shall not Injure you.
Mexico Is no
Alalre sank into the nearest chair, more sacred to me than you, my heart's
her nerves quivering, her mind In a tur- treasure. Tou accuse me of Indelicacy
moil. This Mexican was detestable, because I lack the strength to mother
and be was far from being the mere my admiration. I adore you; my bemaker of audaciously gallant speeches, ing dissolves, my veins are afire with
the poetically fervent wooer of every longing for you; I am mad with the
pretty woman, she had blindly sup- knowledge that you are mine. Mad?
posed him. Ills was no sham ardor; Caramba I I am
Insane ; my mind tot
the man was hotly, horribly In earnest ters; I grope my way like a man
There had been a glint of madness In blinded by a dazzling light; I suffer
his eyes. And he actually seemed to agonies. But seel I refuse to touch
think that she shared his Infatuation. you. I am a giant In my restraint
It was Intolerable. Tet Longorlo, she The strength of heroes is mine, and
was sure, had an abundance of discre- I strangle my Impulses as they are
tion; be would not dare to offer her born, although the effort kills me. Se
violence. lie had pride, too; and in ñora, I await the moment
of your vol
his way be was something of a gen- untary surrender. I wait for you." He
tleman. So far, she had avoided giv- extended his arms, and
Alalre saw
ing him offense. But If once she made
that his olive features were distorted
plain to him bow utterly loathsome to with emotion; that his bands, his
her was his pursuit she was sure that whole thin,
g
body were
he would cease to annoy her. Alalre shaking uncontrollably.
strong-willeshe
was
She could summon no coherent
took courage.
words.
Her thoughts turned from her fears
"Tou believed I was a hawk and
to the amazing reality of her widowhood. Even yet she could not wholly would seize you, eh?" he queried. "Is
you continue to shrink? Weil,
credit the fact that Ed's wasted Ufe that why
you something, If my tongue
me
let
tell
was
had come to an end and that she
free to make the most of her own. will frame the thoughts In my mind.
Alalre remembered her husband now My passion Is so deep and so sacred
with more tenderness, more charity, that I would not be content with less
you. I must have you all,
than she would have believed possible, than all of
and it seemed to her pitiful that one so and so I wait trembling. I say this
blessed with opportunity should have so badly that I doubt If you under
worked such havoc with blmseif and stand. Listen, then: to possess you
by force would be well, as If I sacked
with those near to him.
Doubtless It was all a part of some a cathedral of its golden Images and
providential scheme, too blind for her expected to gain heaven by clutching
to solve. Perhaps, Indeed, his own the cross In my arms. Señora, in
trials had been designed to the end you I see the priceless jewel of my
that her greater, truer love, when It love, which I shall wear to dazzle the
did couie, would find her ripe, respon- world, and without which I shall de
Now let me tell you
sive, ready. As for this Mexican gen- stroy myself.
you, what setting I
offer
can
I
what
place.
In
put
his
him
eral, she would
can build for this treasure. Marriage
Alalre was still walking the floor with
Luis Longorlo"
of her chamber when Dolores entered,
could not control a start
Alalre
at dusk, to say that supper was ready
As If quickened by his intensity, the
and that General Longorlo was waitman read her thought. "Tou did not
ing.
"Ask him to excuse me," she told Imagine that I offered you anything
less?"
her servant
"What was I to think? Tour repu
from
spoke
the
Longorlo
himself
But
"
next room, saying: "Señora, I beg of tation
"Blood of my heart!" breathed the
you to honor me. I have much of Importance to say, and time presses. Con- general. "So I That is what you meant
trol your grief ond give me the pleas- a moment ago. That Is why you re
fuse my embraces. No, no I Other
ure of your company."
women hsvo feared me, and I have
consideration,
Instant's
an
After
Alalre yielded. It was best to have
the master over with, once for all.
CHAPTER

stumbles toward oblivion. Who will
succeed him? Who will Issue from
the coming struggle as the dominant
figure of Mexico? Who but that military genius who checks the Tankee
hordes and saves the fatherland? I
am he. Fate points the path of glory
and I am her man of destiny. Tou
see, then, what I bring you power,
position, riches. Riches? Caramba!
Walt until my hands are In the treasury. I vlll load you with gold and
Jewels and I will make you the richest woman In the world. Señora, I
offer you dominion.
I offer you the
president's palace and Chapultepec.
And with all that I offer you such
passionate love as no woman of history
ever possessed."
He paused, spent by tho force of his
own Intensity ; It was plain that he expected un Immediate surrender.
Alaire's Hps parted In the faintest
of mocking smile. "Tou have great
confidence In yourself," she said.
"Tes. I know myself as no one
--

"

1

i
1

i

1

1

M

II

iff

"What Kind or Man Are You to Take
Advantage of My Bereavement?"

1

you."
Longorlo was Incredulous rather
than offended, ne drew himself Up to
his full height and smiled, saying:
"That Is Impossible." Then, Ignoring
her Impatience: "Cornel Tou cannot
deceive me. The priest Is waltlns."
When Alalre spoke next it was with
an expression and with a tone of such

loathing that his yellow face paled.
"Tour conceit is Insufferable," she
breathed.
After a brief struggle with himself,
the Mexican cried, hoarsely: "I will
aot be refused. Tou wish me to tame
you, eh? Good ! Tou have found your
Make your choice, then.
master.
Which shall it be, surrender or com
pulsion
"Sol Tou have been lying, as
thought. Compulsion I Now the real
Longorlo speaks."
He flung up his hands as If to ward
off her fury. "No I Have I not made
myself clear? I shall embrace you
only with the arms of a husband, for
this Is not the passion of a moment,
but of a lifetime, and I have myself to
consider.
The wife of Mexico's next
president must be above reproach;
there must be no scandal, no secrets
hidden away for enemies to unearth.
She must stand before the people as
a perfect woman; she must lend prestige to his name. When I speak of
compulsion, then, I mean the right of
a husbund "
Alalre uttered an exclamation of dis
gust and turned away, but he intercepted her, saying: "Tou cannot hold
me at bay. It is destiny. Tou shall be
mine tonight Think a moment I We
are alone in the heart of a country
lacking in every law but mine. Tour
friends do not know where you are,
and, even if they knew, they could not
help you. Tour nation's protest would
avail nothing. Outside of these walls
are enemies who will not let you leave
this house except under the protection of my name."
"Then I shall never leave It" she

laughed In their hair as they tore at
my arms, but you you will be my
wife, and all Mexico shall bow at your
feet." He checked her denial with a
gesture. "Walt until I tell you the
vision I have seen during these days
of despair. I see Mexico made whole
by my hands; a land of peace and
plenty; a people with one name upon
their lips the name of Longorlo the
Deliverer; and you as the first lady
of them all. Tou know me for a man
of tremendous ability In every line.
Well, I know myself, too. I have meas
ured myself carefully, and I have no.
weakness. There is no other like me.
Pancho Gomez? Bah I He Is a red- handed bandit of no culture. Candelería, his chief? The Idol of the ignorant and a dreamer of no force. told him.
Potest? He Is president today, but
For the first time Longorlo spoke
what of tomorrow? Those who sur- roughly: "I lose patience. In God's
round bim are weaklings, aud he nanxt have I not waited long enough?

my friends this year?" If the outlay
cannot be very much then It Is a good
Idea to make some useful article to
serve..
,
Purchase enough white georgette
crepe to make a' collar and cuff set.
Perhaps the collar can follow the outline of a coat difficult to fit with a
ready-mad- e
collar of white, or a dainty
shape may be designed for use with a
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laugh, but was glad she had subdued
It when he continued. "I am Impetuous,
but impetuosity has made me what I
am. I act and then mold fate to suit
my own ends. Opportunity ha de
livered to me my heart's desire, and I
will not be cheated out of It Among
the men I brought with me to La
Feria Is a priest He is dirty, for I
caught him as he was fleeing toward
the border; but he la a priest ond he
will marry us tonight"
Alalre munaged to gasp, "Surely you
are not In earnest."
"Indeed I am I That is why I insist
ed that you dine with me this evening
I cannot waste more time' here, for
necessity calls me away. Tou shall go
;
ns my wife."
' - f
"Do you think I would remarry on
the very day I find myself a widow?"
"The world will never know." ,
"Tou dare to say that!" Her tone
was one of disgust, of finality. "I won
der how I have listened to so much. It
Is horrible."
"Tou are still a little hysterical, and
you exaggerate. If I had more time,
I could afford to wait" He ogled her
with his luminous gaze. "I would let
you play with me to your heart's con
tent and exercise your power until you
tired and were ready to surrender."
Alalre raised her head proudly, her
nostrils dilated, her eyes ablaze with
hostility. "This is very humiliating,
but you force me to tell you that I hate

comes on apace, and

CHRISTMAS question confronts every woman, "What shall I give

Ml

knows me."
"Why do you think I care for you?"
Longorlo's eyes opened.
His expression plainly showed that be could
not Imagine any woman In her senses
falling to adore him.
"Don't you take much for granted?'
Alalre Insisted.
The Mexican shook his head. Then
his face lightened.
"Ah
Vow I see.
Tour modesty forbids you to acknowl
edge your love Is that It? Well, I know
that you admire me, for I can see It
AH women admire me, and they all
end by loving me." His chest arched
imperceptibly; with a slender finger
he delicately smoothed his black eyebrows. Alalre felt a wild Impulse to
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Friends?"

Sure to Please

By Rex Beach
Copjnigbt by Harp

I Give My

That Are

oys on the sea and In the army.
not knit the young patriots
fray wool sweaters and those excellent
mittens, with finger tips
nisslng not to impede their work at
:he riggings and behind the guns?
Uncle Sam does not furnish the boys
rlth these two winter luxuries.
3o why
d

fancy waist. The point Is to keep the
edges straight rather than rounding,
for we will have the border machine
hemstitched, or the edge can be stitch
ed or hemstitched with fine white silk
and finished with tiny embroidered
dots of white silk or French knots of a
faintly contrasting color.
Or make sister a fetching breakfast
Jacket of georgette crepe, voile or dimity. Close It on the left side, hand embroider the front and gird It with her
favorite shade of satin ribbon.
Candle shade patterns may be stamp
ed in a grape design, which could be

VtfATrC-- .
"Well,

What Have You to Say fot
Yourself?"

dress I I warned him, but he was Hut
a tiger. Benito will kill him when h
learns "
"Calm yourself.
Speak sensibly.
Tell me what happened."
""One of those miserable soldier!
who came today pig!" Dolores wai
shaking, her voice was shrill. "He followed me about like a cat purring and
grinning and saying the most horrible
things. Just now, when I went to your
room, he was waiting in the darkness,
ana he seized me. My money I"
"A soldier? One of my men?" Lon
gorlo was Incredulous.
Alalre turned upon him with a blaz
ing anger In her face. "Is this more
of your protection?" she stormed. "1
give you and your men the freedom of
my ranch, and you insult me while
they rob my women."
He Ignored her accusation, inquiring
of the elder woman, "Who was the fel
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Illustrated Is a desk set for father,
lubby or sweetheart. If you are clever
rou can saw It out of thin pine and
namel It beautifully, filling It with
rood paper, pens and stamps. Or you
:an make the frame of stiff cardboard
ind cover It with any attractive paper
low?"
hnt matches his den or library.
"How do I know," Dolores sobbed.
Handmade lingerie is always a test
"He is a a thick, black fellow with a )f affection. So make sister an under
scar on his lip, like a snarl."
rest made of crepe de chine. One yard
"Felipe!"
ind a quarter of a good quality ol
"Tes, Felipe I I believe they called
him that."
Longorlo strode to the end of the
living room, flung open the wooden
shutters of a window, and, leaning far
out, whistled sharply on his fingers.
"Olga! Teniente! Ho, you fel
lows 1" he shouted.
From the darkness a voice an
swered; a man, evidently on guard,
came running.
"Call old Pancho," the general di
rected. "Tell him to bring me black
Felipe, the fellow with the torn Hp.
Quick

iilfllflpi

1"

"Tes, general," came the voice : then
the metallic rattle of spurs and accoutrements as the sentry trotted

away.
Dolores had completely broken dowu
now, and Alulre was trying to comfort
her. Their guest remained by the window, frowning. After a time there
sounded a murmur of voices, then a
shuffling of feet In the half; Alnlre's
friend, the old lieutenant, appeared in
the doorway, saluting. Behind him
were several otLers.
"Here Is Felipe," he announced.
"Bring hlin in."
A sullen, frowning man In soiled uni
form was pushed forward, and Dolores
bid her face against her mistress'
shoulder.
"Is this the fellow
Longorlo In
quired.
Dolores nodded.
"Well, what have you to say for
yourself?" The general transfixed his
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effectively carried out In cut work, and
another design Is of on Iris pattern.
The shade pictured Is more conventional, being Intended for an electric
candle. Fluted paper Is neatly pasted
together the desired size and decorated
with gold or silver gimp.
Toddlers and babies always need
new dresses. Try the pattern Illustrated in either chambray or linen and
I
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smock the front in any harmonizing
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trooper with a atare ; then, as the latter seemed bereft of his voice, "Why
did you enter this house?"
Felipe moistened his scarred Hps,
'That woman has rings of gold. She'a
not so old, either, when you come to
look at her." He grinned at his comrades, who had crowded in behind old
Pancho.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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crepe, the same quantity of beadlnj
and a little more narrow ribbon are re
quired. Cut the vest straight, hem oi
the bottom, put the beading across thi
top and run the ribbon through it
Six sachets filled with the favorlb
scent of the recipient and made, say, li
heart shape edged with narrow lace
would be attractive, and they are al
ways useful. Little lavender silk bagi
The only time two women are In filled with dried lavender floweri
perfect accord U when they bato the would be appreciated by anyone wltl
a linen closet
ana people.

color or a contrast
A dozen or so of homemade crullers
wrapped separately In oiled paper and
packed In a dainty basket such as can
be purchased for from 10 to 25 cents
should be an acceptable gift for some
man friend who lives In a hotel. For a
bachelor friend a gift of similar nature
Is a homemade cake done up in white
paper and placed in a holly trimmed
box. Most men have a secret sweet
tooth, and Christmas seems to be the
time to have it filled.
Men as a rule do not like to receive
wearing apparel as gifts, especially
socks, but embroider a man's monogram on the said socks and you will
find him delighted.
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Canadian Farmers
Profit From Wheat

17.

J4

The war's devastation of
European crops has caused
an unusual demand for grain
from the American Conti-

food required for beef or dairy purposes. Good schools,
churches, markets convenient, climate excellent.
There Is an extra demand for farm labor to raptaos the
many young men who bare Tolnnieeraa tur tbe war. The
Oovernoifint li erglng farmer! to put extra aoraage Into
grain. Write for literature and partlenlar aa to rednoed
railway rales to float, of ImsugraUun, Ottawa, tacad. M

W. V. BENNETT
Room 4, Bee Bldg., Omaha. Neb.

fEvery Woman Wants
FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved la water for douches stops
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and Inflammation. Fecommanded by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co, for tea years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarro,
sor. throat aad sor. yes. Economical.

Has exftMidufr.elauwaa aad aanaiddal rawer.
!&
ax r posnud by
if"
r,Tlon 1 otIm Gmi.nr, Boataa, Mua. a

Do You

Wan. More

Money For Yuur

furs

Showl
vííf5íy
Yon

Pay
Your

Price

Send fire names of
trappers and get our
narx.l nuit Ü.ti rM.il
road map of 8. free.

Write today for
Illustrated price
lint and market

(1
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BOLLES O & ROGERS

Customer These chnlrs may be
fashlonnble, but they are extremely uncomfortable.
Snlesmnn Ah, that's the beauty of
these chnlrs, madam. When a caller
gits In one of them she doesn't stay
long.

one-hal-

May-appl-

J
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State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
bs,

Lucas

Frank J. Cneney makes oath that he Is
senior partner of the Arm of F. J. Cheney
Co., doing business In the City of Toledo, County and State aforesaid, and that
said firm will pay tne sum or uhbi HUNDRED DOLLARS for any case of Catarrh
that cannot be cured by the use of
HALL 0 CATARRH MEDICINE.
FRANK J. CHENET.
Sworn to before me and subscribed In
my presence, this (th day of December,
A. Ti. 188Í.
A. W. Gteason. Notary Public.'
ÍSeal)
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE Is tak-e- n
Internally and acts through the Blood
on the Mucous Hurracas or tne system.
Druggists, 75c. Testimonials free,
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio,

'

Good

Business.

"That clerk of yours who answers
the telephone is very urbane."
"He is that."
"He fairly cooes at you."
"Yup, his girl calls him up four or
Ave times a day. At first I thought
I'd stop it, but now I guess I won't
Watching out for her keeps him keyed
up to a polite pitch."

Don't be misled. Ask for Red Cross
Dr. Pierce's Pellets are best for liver,
Bag Blue. Makes beautiful white clothes.
bowels and stomach. One little Pellet
At all good grocers. Adv.
for a laxative, three for a cathartic. Ad.
Peace Only a Breathing Spell.
Nothing Doing.
A soldier ought to consider peace
"I know who has the lost money,"
only as a breathing spell, which gives
him leisure to contrive, and furnishes stated the visitor.
"Then, why come to me?" demand'
ability to execute, military plans.
,
ed Sherlock Holmes.
Macchlnvello.
"I want you to get it bnck for me."
"Who has it?"
Never Again.
"My wife has it."
"How Is It you let your wife have
"Watson, kindly show the gentleher own way?"
man out," responded the astute Sher
"I once tried to stop her."
lock with a yawn.

Denver Directory

Kodaks

DEVELOPING

KIDNEY

TROUBLE NOT

tnd PRINTING
Bend for Catalogue and

EASILY

Finishing Price List. IkaDeanrPaetoMateriakCe,
EartM Kodak C, (2 Uta Stmt. Dearer, Cabrees

MMWú litote
It

Applicant

RECOGNIZED

for Insurance Often
Rejected

An examining physician for One of the
prominent life insurance companies, in an
interview oi tne sunject, made tne astonishing statement that one reason why
so many applicants for insurance are rejected is because kidney trouble is so common to the American people, and the large
majority of those whose applications are
declined do not even suspect that they
have the disease.
Judging from reports from druggists
who are constantly in direct touch with
tne public, there is one preparation that
has been very successful in overcoming
these conditions. The mild and healing
influence of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
is
soon realized. It stands the highest for
its remarkable record of success.
We find that Swamp-Roo- t
is strictly
an herbal compound and we would advise our readers who feel in need of such a
and ARTISTIC JEWELRY
remedy to give it a trial. It is on sale
atAjrofaOTtTRIKO
all drug stores in bottles of two sizes,
JOS. I. SCHWARTZ at
medium and large.
Celo.
Damer,
Curtis,
I6th a
Mi
However, if you wish first to test this
OR OALL FOR OATALOQ
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
Co. sample
bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.
715 L L M&at Da,"r' Gk
PURE BRED HEREFORD
The Real News Gatherer.
BULLS FOR SALE
"What's the news?"
Ones, twos and threes.
"How should I know? I'm not a
Sea or irrita aa before buying.

DIAMONDS

WRITE

The Platte River Cattle
K

f
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censor."

"MT

1A11 Makes of Typewriter!
joaan ana msiaiiuiflnw. auiumv
tMit. monona, vrnte oa.
Western Typewriter galea Co.
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"An-u-rlc-

super-cream-

Almost Got Into Trouble.
Miss Oldmald opened her garden
gate, a yapping little lapdog shot out
like a catapult and snapped at the
bare knees of some little toddlers who
were passing.
A special constable thought it his
duty to give the little beast a slap
and push it back into its own garden.
Miss Oldmald saw him do it and de
scended upon htm in wrath.
"How dare you!" she cried. "How
dare you hit my boofoo wee Trottyl
You horrid man
You brute
If you
don't go away this moment, I'll I'll
call a policeman 1"

513 S. 13th St.. Omaha. Neb.
Bouncera for Bores.

li-

Oortrnment Agent

County

It Saves oc.

TALK

d

It to Our

nent The people of the world must
be fed and wheat near $2 a bushel
offers peat profits to the farmer.
Canada's invitation is therefore
especially attractive. She wants
settlers to make money and happy,
by
Eroaperous homes for themselves
rala, immense wheat crops.
Yets caá get a Homestead of 160 aerea FREE
and other linde it remarkably low price. During many
rears Canadian wheat fields have averaged 20 bushels to
the acre many yields as high as 45 bushels to th. acra.
Wonderful crops also of Oats, Barley aaa Flax.
Mixed f anaína as profitable an Industry as grain rata.
Ins, The excellent trasses full of nutrition are the only
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for
year. I have used It off
and on for catarrhal complaints and
found it a very excellent remedy.
I have a small family of children.
Times are hard lta as, but I can
Recommend
carcely afford to do without Peruna, especially during the season of
Neighbors.
the year when coughs and colds
are prevalent We always recommend Peruna to our neighbors, for These who object to liquid medW
the benefit It has been to us."
ein.s can proour Peruna Tablets.

Canadian

GREEN'S AUGUST FLOWER

!!

SLAV

Í

Coughs
and Colds
in the

His Equipment
Based On
"Pardon me, Mr. Gloom, but you
Hal been used for all ailments that walk in a most peculiar fashion this
Tablet
are caused by a disordered stomach morning. Is your rheumatism worse?"
"No," replied J. Fuller Gloom. "In
and Inactive liver, such as sick headPEACE
ache,
constipation, sour stomach, fact, It Is quite a bit bitter. The trounervous Indigestion, fermentation of ble with my locomotion Is that I hnve
food, palpitation of the heart caused by taken so many pills for my pains that
gases In the stomach. August Flower I have bull bearings." Kunsas City
AT
HELD
FIRST CONFERENCE
CASCARA
QUININE
Is a gentle laxative, regulates digestion
Star.
TEUTON ARMY HEADQUARboth In stomach and Intestines, clean;
and sweetens the stomach and alimenTERS IN THE EA8T.
Gramophone for Reprisals.
He advenes In price for this 9 r.ae
tary canal, stimulates the liver to seIn the London Times occurs this
eJdremedy-lScfor
24 tableta-So- sM
crete the bile and impurities from the amusing advertisement by an obviouscold tablet, now Oc for 21 tablets
proportionate
on
coat per
blood. Sold In all civilized countries. ly much-trierifwed
man :
tablet, you .ave 9c when ma My
a
Hill
Cold
OVERTHROYBOLSB.KI 30 and 90 cent bottles. Adv.
Cures
second-hangramWANTED A loud,
bl 24 hour. frip
ophone for reprisals.
in S day. Money
The Eternal Feminine.
barkif itfaila.
14 Tableta for tSe. . lU j fj P3
Lola Jack, dear?
Australia last year bought from the
At any Lmif star
DUKHONIN TROOPS TO CONTINUE
Jack What Is It, durllng?
United States products valued ut
you?
Lolu
me,
You
love
don't
FIGHT DESPITE ARMISTICE
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
Jack You know It, sweetheart.
PLANS.
Lolu And you are quite sure I am
AS A SUPPORT for exhausted, nervous,
the only girl you ever told about the
SELF DEFENSE
women.
overworked
other girls you have been in love
Western N.w.papcr Union News Servir.
with?
Defeat Backache and Kidney
Berlin, Dec. 13. The Tageblatt'a
Trouble With Anuric
correspondent at Czernowitz, Austria,
HEAL ITCHING SKINS
reports that a delegation of Russian
never conflicts
with
officers and soldiers called at the With Cuticura Soap and
Many people In this section have sufferOintment
them, and it trenit
ed from rheumatism and kidney trouble
headquarters of the Auctro German
ens
and
builds up
They Heal When Others Fail.
and have found that Anuric was the mom
command, where they were In conthe female system in
successful remedy to overeóme these
a way of its own.
f
painful
dangerous
sultation one and
and
hours. The
alimenta.
Nothing better, quicker, safer, sweetNursing mothers
The lucky people are those who have
Russians were heartily cheered when er for skin troubles of young and old suffered,
and women generally,
but who are now well because
they addressed the populace, and their
will
find it exactly
signal
In
they
heedea
warning
nature's
that Itch, burn, crust, scale, torture time to correct
fitted to their mwl.
their trouble with that
spokesman announced, "Friends, we or disfigure. Once
always
used wonderful new discovery of Dr. l'lerce's It Icsnens the pains and burdens, and
used
wish peace." The Russians then re- because these
y
"
(double strength). You ensures healthy, vigorous offspring.
emollients called
turned to their front.
promptly heed these warnings,
You will escupe many ills and clear
tend to prevent little skin troubles be- should
some of which are dizzy spells, backache, up the coated tongue, the sallow comcoming serious, If used dally.
Irregularity
painful
or
of
the
the
urine
plexion, the dull headache, the lary liver,
London. Reassuring messages from
Free sample each by mail with Book. twinges of rheumatism, sciatica or lum- if you will tnke a pleasant laxative made
bago. To delay may make possible the up
Russia to the effect that no separate Address postcard,
juice of the leave
of the
Cuticura, Dept. L, dangerous forms of kidney dixeaiie, such
peace will be tolerated, but that the
sloes, root of jalap, and called "l'leaH-an- t
In the bladder. If of
as
Boston.
or
everywhere.
stone
Sold
diabetes
Adv.
Pellets." You can obtain at almost
armies under Qen. Dukhonln will
you want quick relief b. y It now, 60 cents,
this country then
fight on, have been received by the
all druggists, or send Dr. Pierce, Invalids' any drug store in vials
Primitive Methods.
pellets in
simply ask for
vegetable
10c for trial pkg.
Y.,
Buffalo,
N.
Hotel,
In
London.
Russian embassy
Pleasant Pellets. Sold for
"Are there any amusements In this This will prove that "Anuric" eliminates Doctor Pierce's
'
Dr. J. 0. GavronHky, special comtown?" linked the stranger in a mining urlo acid almost as hot water melts sugar. fifty years.
missioner of the Russian provisional camp.
government, and N. M. Nordmann, di"l( pends on what It takes to amuse
rector of the Department of Economyon," replied the grizzled prospector.
ics In the ministry of foreign affairs, "Gunplay hereabouts ain't what It
who are now in London, declared that used to be, but occasionally two of the
it was only a matter of a few weeks
boys meet unexpectedly like on the
it may be sooner when the Bolshe-vik- l street and settles a dispute without
will be repudiated, as the forces goln' to law about it." ,
in south Russia, which is overwhelmingly opposed to a separate peace,
One Da
Ta Cur a CnM In QllNINsf
LAXATIVA
BROMO
Tableta.
control the supplies and are working Take
Dniailii refund manar If It fall, lo cure. aV W.
ttHÜVB Signature It on acá box. SJo.
quietly but in the right direction.
The fact that the embassy staffs In
JITTLE
The Hurtful Truth.
London are carrying on their routine
"I cannot marry you, James Henry.
work with the Dukhonln headquarters
as well as with part of the Russian You are too rich. Folks would say
navy, the same as usual, is said by that I married you for your money."
"But what do you care what people
the embassy officials to indicate that
8m.l1 Pfll
Genuine
there is no intention to recognize the say?"
Small Doe
bear
I
Henry,
"Ordinarily,
James
Petrograd usurpers.
SmaU Price
ata nature
shouldn't enre at all. But In this case
According to Gavronsky and Nordmann, the situation Is most delicate It would be true."
-indicate tne absence oi iron in
i
because of the ignorance of the
A Chinese textile made of raw silk
aces nauaiiy
Colorless
the wood,
dm 1.
masses, therefore, the forces which
be burled In the earth a year withcan
SirOnrulS
condition which will be greatly helped by
are working to put Russia gain on her
out deteriorating.
feet are doing so quietly.

AUSTRO-GERfilA-

Always Have PERUNA

SPANISH-AMERICA-

An agency for leather to be used
for shoes, furniture and gloves would
be considered by a Brazilian firm.

Carter's Little Liver Pills
For Constipation

The Great
Vegetable

7

Remedy

ii

Puts Yon

Right
Over Night

or D1C
rale r

clatter

.

HUNS

CUT DOWN

AT CAMBRAI,

Nine Counter Attacks Hurled Back by
Byng aa Foe Falla in Waves. With "the British Army in France,
Dec. 3. Nine separate counter attacks against the British positions at
Cambra! were defeated by the Haig
forces, according to the reports which
say the British killed more Germans
that day than during any similar period since the war began. Great waves
Teutons "were
of the advancing
mowed down by the artillery like a
reaper cuts hay," according to the
west front correspondent. While the
fight is described as a series of counters, it was virtually a continuous
struggle, raging from morning till
dark. A number of American engineers were cut off for a time during
one of Saturday's raids, but they
joined with the British and by their

valiant assistance succeeded

In sav-

ing themselves;
s
have begun a
The
new offensive operation on the lower
Plave. Advices from the front say
they were prevented from crossing the
Austro-German-

river.
There is nothing beyond artillery
duels on the French front. These bombardments are continuing along the
Alsne and on the Meuse.
MORE PAY ASKED OF ALL ROADS.
Reply on Request for 40 Per Cent Increase Asked by Dec. 31.
Demands were
Cleveland, Ohio.
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How this Woman Suffered
and Was Relieved.
Fort Fairfield, Maine. "For many
months I suffered from backache caused
by female troubles so I was unable to do
my house work. I took treatments for it
but received no help whatever. Then
some of my friends asked why I did not
try Lydia & Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound. I did so and my backache soon
disappeared and I felt like a different
woman, and now have a healthy little
baby girl and do all my house work. I
will always praise Lydia E. Pinkham's
r
Vegetable Compound to women who
as I did." Mrs. Aitón D. Oakks,
Fort Fairfield, Maine.
suf-fe-

The Best Remedy is

HYDIAE.PI
VEGEIAHEE COMPOUND

presented to practically every railroad
in the country for increase In wages
for trainmen and conductors which
are approximately 40 per cent higher
than the present scale. The general
chairmen of the two labor organizations presented the wage schedule to
Preparedness.
the general managers of the railroads
"I presume thnt young woman Is
throughout the country. The railroads
knitting for the soldiers."
deare asked to make answer to the
'
"Yes. She has three sweethearts In
31
at the latest.
mands by Dec.
the army."
The railroad managers are request"Ahem! Isn't that too many?"
ed to enter Into a collective movement
"No. You see, there nre the casualpropohandling
the
for the purpose of
to consider. She Isn't going to die
ties
sition at one and the same time
an old maid If he can help It."
through a joint committee representing all railroads concerned, and the
Makes the laundress happy that's Red
two labor organizations stand ready
Cross Bait Blue. Makes beautiful, clear
.
likewise.
do
to
white clothes. All Rood grocers. Adv.
It is expected that the railroad manAnything for a Change.
agers and the representatives of the
Naval Officer I say, doesn't poor
employes .will meet in joint session
in about two weeks, probably in the cW Sailth look sick I Awfully nice of
you and all that, but why did you
East, in an effort to reach an agreechuck him for me?
ment on the wage question.
Flapper Change of color. I'm sick
U. S. Soldier Killed In Mexican Battle.
khaki. Passing Show.
of
Thirty-fivMexican
Presidio, Tex.
bandits were killed and many woundRural Persiflage.
ed in a battle at Buena Vista, Tex.,
drives
"What
the cattle to dr(nkr'
between United States cavalrymen
"I suppose It Is rye fields." Baltiand a force of 200 Mexicans which
more American.
4
crossed the international line and attempted raids on the cattle ranches
PERSISTENT COUGHS
near the border. One American
Private Rlggs of the Eighth cavartdanreixms. Relief Is prompt from Piso't
Remedy for CoDtoa and Colds. Effective and
alry, was killed, and Saddler Norlel of
safe for young and old. No opiates in
Troop K was slightly wounded. Anwas
American,
Gonzales,
other
Justo
killed, and another ranch employe
with the forces was wounded.

duns

HIbf 'draft wm iff It f

e

sof-dle-

X."--

eT

VP

LYDIA E.PINKHAM

MASS.

MEDICINE CO.

A
Extreme of Politeness.
"The escaped convict was a very
"Is Duhson patriotic?"
polite fellow."
"I suppose so."
"How so?"
"Didn't he buy a Liberty bonl?"
"lie left behind him a note for the
"No. He 8nld he couldn't afford It,
but he bought a record of 'The Star warden asking to be excused for the
Spangled Banner' to play on his phono- liberty he was taking."
graph."
Inconsiderate.
Near-Patrio- t.

Important to Mothers
Husband I nm ruined.
Examine carefully every bottle of
Wife How could you?
CASTOIUA, that famous old remedy I got my
winter clothes.
It
see
that
for infants and children, and

Bears the
Signature of
In Use for Over 30 Years,
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria

And before

Proving It.
"Our friend Itcxnle seems to havo
quite an open disposition."
"Quite. She never shuts up."

Panicy Times.
Reassuring,
"He Is so terribly frugal."
Proud Wife (to nervous friend In au"Frugality, my dear, Is a sign of
tomobile) I feel so safe with George
driving now he has Joined the Red aristocracy nowadays."
Cross. He is learning first aid and
Greece has an aren of 44,700 square
knows where all the hospitals are.
miles.
i
London Opinion.
,

.

,

Your Mistake.
Nothing Is more discouraging than
to find that you have been running the
elevator to take the other fellow to the
top.

Hurlns
riflS!
Red
I

i SoldClflEat DragTH!and Optical
FQS

Venezuelan meat packers are enlarg-

ing plants.

iiiniiiMiiMinnnuminiog

Is for Tired Eyes,
Eyes
Sore
' Granulated
Brands. Beats
Bmiorea. Mbrtne Is a Fatorlte
fBefrmhes for
Brea that feel dry and smart.
tilvaronr Hrra aa much of yonr lorios care
1f aa Toor Taeth and with the aame rwanfarltv.

I

MS.

Eyes'

V0U CtNMOT SUV

1
j

a
8
5
Z

IE& fYEKl

Stores or by Mall a

wist lis Issnsy Co, Cslugs, far Frs leak
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ACUO.TTSr. 1911.

TTh

EDITOR AND FÜBLISHER

SslxripliM

Entered as

,

$1.50 Per Ynr)

second-clas-

s

At Worley's

Feed-Yard- 4

If anyone attempts to haul (own
jthe American flag, shoot him on the

8th,

ly invited.
The kind Heavenly Father hath
seen fit to pluck a little bud from
our midst the past week. It was
in the person of the infant son
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Deitz. The
little one had suffered much during its short life and on last
Wednesday morning the portals
of Heaven opened and ushered
the little one into the Heavenly
abode.
Rev. Mathews conducted a
very impressive funeral service
at the Mosquero Cemetery where
a large number of friends had
gathered to pay the last tribute
to the little seraph brother and
parrespect to the
ents and little brother Jimmie.

6 orse

John A. Dix.

1

Young, Good size, All broke to
work, one span Ladies Drivers.
2 Sets of Harness.
1 Buggy.
general Byng, O general Byng
You're doin' mighty fine!
Byng on, Byng ever! Byng until
You're bingin' on the Rhine.

O

G. B. Johnson
F. 0. WHITE, Auct.

Ben Wright left last week for
Ft. Bliss to enter the army as a
volunteer. He made a aale recently and closed up his business
affairs here for the purpose of
enlisting. Many friends here
will hope for his success and
safety in the army of of Uncle
Children' Belief In Fairle.
in
Sam. He will read the
To the children fairies stand for
the wonderful and unpredictable
camp.

Col.

I

.

At 2 o'clock, P. M.

o

t

i

eCo

HERE'S TO OLD GLORY, GOD
BLESS HER!
;.

pot

ig)fc.

ROY,

This nation, under God, shiU
have new birth of freedom,
lad that government of the
people, by (he people, for the
people, aball not perito from
the earth. Lincoln.

'

MOSQUERO

11

matter at the

postoffiee in Roy, New Mexico.

Church Directory

Mrs. Wm. Wickham was pleas -

'

3

antly surprised at her home last
Tuesday when
of herj UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
3 friends came in with well filled Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
baskets to remind her that Fath.--1 at Christian (Jhurcn.
Your
Sunday School at 10 P. M.
off another presence is necessary.
had
checked
Time
er
Rreaching services at 7 P. M.
year to her credit, in the great
P, É. IVEY Supt!
on third Sunday of each month.
category of human existance.
.
The Bible verse contest is grow
Miss A ene Steinbaugh who is
V. P. S. C. E.
ing more interesting as the time;
school at Roy, visited
Myra
O. DefrkES, President
is Hearing for its close. Thirty fending
Miss uujam Giunkr, Sec'y.
Sunda''
five verses w?re recited last SunMeets at the Christian Church,
day. at the close of the Sunday
Roy, N. M every Sundav. evenMr. and Mrs. Stone and daughSchool session.
ing at 7 o'clock.
ters from LaCinta Canyon were
A cordial welcome extended to
guests at the Jim Loyd home
Rev. Mathews delivered a very
all visitors.
Saturday and Sunday.
"
interesting Thanksgiving sermon
CATHOLIC
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hyatte
The Ladies Aid met with Mrs.
Mass once each month at the
Thos. Holland on Thursday at made a business trip to Dawson
Church. Dates announcCatholic
2 P. M. all the ladies are cordial- Tuesday.

jniDJicoa

IRVIN OGDEN, SPJ

AM

inn

Spanish American

Jhe

MFR1P

ed in advance.

Rev. Fr. Chateau,
Fred Edmond is exchang
Priest in charge,
ing work with his wife this week
He is occupying the school room
while she is attending to domes Methodist Episcopal Church
Mr.

tic duties.

SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT

Mosquero,
Miss May McMillian, principal 1st Sunday ' at
Bradley,
of the Mosquero School, was
Bradley,
3d
Sunday,
truest of Mr. and Mrs. L. N. De

11 A. M.
7.00 P. M
11

A.M.
P.M.

11

A.M

Mosquero,

Weese Saturday and Sunday.

2nd & 4th Sundays

at Liberty,

Solano, 3, P.
R. L. MATTHEW. Pastor,

LODGE DIRECTORY

BAPTIST

0Í

Second Sunday in each month.
Services 11 A. M.,' 7.30, P. M.

i. o. o. F.

CHRISTIAN

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

grief-stricke- n

M

ROY
2d Sunday

of each
Services
11
a. m. 8,00 PM.
month at
Mr. B. F. Brown left for Okla.
welSunday
4th
of each month at
Í3
last Friday. He seeking a lowcome.
and
8.00 p. m.
11.00
m.
a.
er altitude in hope of a more
G.
service
N.
at the mornCommunion
Grunig,
R.
C.
speedy recovery
ing service.
Wm. G. Johnson Sec'y.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hyatte
PLEASANT VIEW
left Saturday for Texas where
'
Sunday each Month at 3,
First
Degree
Rebekah
Walking the Channel.
they will visit friends and relap.m.
Men walked from Dublin to Paris
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
once. This was, It Is fignred out, in tives.
MILLS
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Neolithic times, when. geologically,
11.00 a. m. 8PM.
Sunday
3rd
at
Roy
visitWilson
Miss
Avis
of
Ireland .was connected If land with
Evening each month
Britain Just as Britain wo connected ed her sister Mra. Pete Brooks
O.
W. Hearn, Pastor.
I. 0. O. F. Hall
with Europe.. And today the depres- and family the last of the week.
G.
N.
Gibbs
W.
Grace
sion of the channel coasts is again and
C.N. ROARK
rapidly going on. Ladles' Howe JourV. Ogden Secy.
Grace
Clayton New Mex.
Lewis of Roy
Mrs.
Evening
Visiting Brothers always

C. L. JUSTICE, Clerk.

S--

Ralph
C. Ely, State Food
Com'r, is in Washington to try to
establish a more equitable ratio
of price for pinto beans. He is
supported by our delegation in
Congress and the prospect is good
that he will succeed. Bean growers who still have beans on hand
are urged to hold them until this
matter is settled as' the advance
is a certainty and Hoover will not
interfere with the selling price
of beans.

tXÍ-

.

s,

less consequences remorselessly bounding the gay, irresponsible little chilu
an
Joins. He loves the grown-up- s
it Js not from them that he wishes te
íscnve, bttt from ihelr world, their
unyielding world.
Poiu!ai

.

Science Monthly.

'

Married Ten Years.
i
ralbsr remarkaWe couple, '1
1

"A

ion

1

SANTACLAUS

j

Headquarters
I

k

-

To the Children of ROY

i

f

and surrounding- s-

d

Camera Preserves

The farmers are taking advan
tage of the fine weather by getting their ground in shape for
the spring crops.
Mr. Walter Hill and family are
the Droud possessors of a fine
new home on their ranch. It has
been in process ot erection tor
some weeks but will soon be com
pleted.
DeWeese,
Messrs. Edmond,
made
and
Tobler
ton
Lunsford
Lof
Roy
Saturday.
to
trip
business
Rév. Mathews and family made
several calls in this vicinity the
the last of the week,
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Fuller enter-- :
tained the Ladies Aid and a host
in
of other friends, eighty-seveall, on last Friday night, with an
A num
old fashioned Taffy-pulber of games were enjoyed while
the taffy was being prepared
then came the pull. Later in the
t
i
i
evening reiresnmenis were serv-- 1
or
ed after which all departed
fully
convine!
feeling
their homes
ed that the Fuller family were
royal entertainers.
n

'

You can get Just walit you want if yotc write

'

l.

a letter to SANTA CLAUS, c-- o FloersheiraiMercan-til- e
Co and tell him what you desire for

C

h r i s tm

as

Look at our windows and,
if you dont see what you want,

Fingcr-Prin-

others who
Fr police officer and
evillnser-prin- t
have need of getting
be
dence from material that cannot
preserved or removed from Its environment, a special camera has been
perfected. It takes a photograph of
wherever it may be.
the finger-prin- t
In operating the camera no photographic skill or experience, nor even
The camera Is
51 tripod. Is necessary.
of the
surface
the
against
tight
lield
iloor, renin, wall paper, or wherever
has been made. The.
the lltiger-prln- t
lever is then pressed
release
filler
down; this automatically closes the
rlr-ti- lr
f the four lamps Inside the
and
thus lights them, provid-:iacunera,
the ül'im'matloii for the exposure,
"yjjc necessary current Is provided by
i, .,.. iiMitrrlcn inside the camera.
popular Science Monthly.

Just write him anyway and he
will bring it to you.

Don't forget to write!

Floersheim

k'

r

John Wilson and children
Roy
visitors last Thursday.
were
Mrs.

"The House of Service"

u,

Mercantile Co.
RO Y

Duty of Being Brave.
It Is an everlasting duty, the duty
of being brave. Valor Is still value.
The first duty of a man Is still that
of subduing fear. We must get rid of
tear ; we cannot act till then. A man
shall and must be valiant. Tie must
march forward. Now and always the
comph-tenesof his victory over fear
.will determine how much of a nw
s

FCT"The One Price House'H
m

LAND PLATS of ail kinds
Abstracts of U. S. Land
Office Records,
MAPS.

Prompt Attention
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
THK FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO,
SITTING IS AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MOUA.

B. LÜSK

J.

at La'

Attorney

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted

George Erckon and
C. H. Collins,

Plaintiffs,

to me

I

vs.
William Austin, and

I

No.

2452.

NEW MEXICO

ROY

I

llalbina Austin,
Uefenúants.

? SELLING OUT?

WHEREAS, in the above entitled
Then you will have a
canse and Court, judgement was duly
PUBLIC SALE.
rendered on the llth day of April, I9i7
:ne
and
against
in favor of plaintiffs
There's only one REAL Aucdefendants, for the sum of two hundred
eighty-si- x
dollars and twenty cents tioneer in the Country, Thats - ($26.20), together with the costs of
said action, and with interest from
said date at the rate of seven per cent
His address is MILLS N.
And
per annum until paid;
You can have SALE BILLS
by said judg- WHKFEAS,
ment said amount was declared to be a printed and make dates at the
lien in favor of plaintiff, upon all and Spanish-America- n
Office. Roy.
singular the following described land vr
and real estate, situate, lyinfr and be- - iNew itleAlw'
in,' in the County of Mora and State of -

Col F. O. WHITE

-

New Mexico,
l he soutiuasi

I can loan you money on your
final receipt as easy as on your
twenty.s;.ven east N M R M patent or warrartty deed and
ttml unon aiitie riirlit. title and inter your mortgage need not bear but
est of the said defendants therein and 6 percent interest. Come in and
thereto, and the undersigneJ was by let us talk to you about your
sald judgment duly appointed as special loan.
master to, sell the said premises in ac.
Too late for last week
J. E. Wildman, Loan and Incordance with law and the piactice of
A Christmas program is in pro- said court, to satisfy the lien afore- surance Agency..
Office at resigress. A number of committees said.
dence north end Chicosa St,
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is
were appointed last Sunday.
Rov, N. M.
hereby given that on the 7th day of
Society
met
Aid
The Ladies
January, 1!!8, at the hour of ten
with Mrs! DeWeese last Thurs- o'clock A, M., at the door of the
Plenty ot mony to loan on
day.. After the business session court house in the Town of Mora, Mora
estate. 9 percent - long
real
and plans for future work here County, New Mexico, I will offer for
time.
completed a Thanksgiving menu sale and sell lo the highest bidder for
cash, all and singular the said land and J. L. Hayes Real Estate Co.
was served by the hostess.
to-w-

quarter

section

01

'

i

real estate hereinbefore described,
A Thanksgiving program fol- - together with all the rijiht, title and!
'
,
.
...
Al
lowed by a pie supper was given interest; ot me saui aeienuantsi tuerem
or thereto.
.

The proceeds are to be used for
equipments.
,
The program was well render-- !
ed which reflected the efforts of
both teachers and pupils,
The Red River Valley Co. better known as the Bell Ranch
changed hands. Recently a part
was sold to a Texas f anchman.
It is recently reported that the
-cmtiindcr has been sold t" the
Swift Packing Co. of Chicago
play-groun-

N

Visiting Sisters welcome

Kinney.

ihould say." "They've been, mari"J
n years mi she still listens with deference wliti be expresses an opinión"

mid-ocea- n

j

Rachel
spent several days last week
visiting her mother Mrs. Mc--

nal.

i

Sargasso Sel.
A large nrea near Hie middle of the
north Atlantic ocean Is known as the
Sargasso sea, the nuiiie being derived
from "Sargassum baclferum." the
Latin name of n floating seaweed or
found In great abundance
In tills part of the ocean so abundant
that it Is described as fonniiig.enor-niou- s
banks. The part of the north
Atlantic that Is known as the Sargasso
wa Is roughly hounded on the north
by the ÜOth parallel of north latitude
and on the south by the .'S."th parallel,
tind on the east and the west by the
40th and the 7."tli meridians west
longitude. In this area there is prac- llcally no surface circulation, which
accounts for the presence of the
by
weeds, carried out to
uucli currents us the gulf at ream.
--i'
gulf-wee-

all

of life, for all the magic cf
It, Its charm of unexpectedness.
A
child Is a bit puzzled by the Inevitable ; In the fairy world It does not exist. Iu that world he slips away from
the world of grown-upwith Its end-

The Colfax County Farmers
Bulletin, edited by V. L.
County Agricultural Agt.
for that county is an interesting
pamphlet that Prof. Trumbull is
handing out to farmers here. We
see where it can be made a force
for good.
Mar-tinea-

.

i

d

1

1.

1

.

!

ClIAMBEKLAINS

TaBLTS

Chamberlain's Tablets are intended
especially for stomach trouble s, biliousness and cunt ti pat ion, and have mec
villi much success in the treatment of
those diseases. People who have suf-- .

Dated at Mm.a New Mexic0)
tilianrst day of December, 1917.

feréd for years with stomach troubla
to obtain any
FOR SALE:- - All my.Milk COWS permanent relief, have been complete- and Cream Separator. Also a ly cured by the use of these tablets.
yreat
Ford Car lam offering a bar-- ! Chamberlain's Tablets are also ofconrti-gain
for
Chronic
MKone...
in alirthis property. See VH,tue
pation may be permanent!, cured by
them at my ranch 3 miles west taking Chamberlai(1.8 xabiets and ob- of Solano,' 8 miles down the gervinx the plain printed directions
with e,ach battle.
track from Roy,
and have been unable

i

.

THE

we

Ask You

SPANISH-AMERICA-

lull 'UUL.iCHHOI
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U.S. Land Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton New Mexico
Office at Santa Ff N. Mex. ,
Nov. 14, 1917
Oct , 31 1917.
Notice is hereby given that David
Notice Is hereby given that Amadeo
De Jesus Mascarenas of Solano N. M. Ulibarri of Wagon Mound N.M who.
who on Sept 2 1912 made HE No 015032
on Sept. 1 1914 made II. K. No. 021751

...

Condensed Statement

far

SEJ-SE- J
SW1-NESec.
Township 19 north Range 27 east
N M P Meridian, bus filed notice of in
tention to make Three Year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above
(escribed, before W. II. Willcox, U. S.
Comr. at Roy, N. M. on the 14th da J
wJ-SK-

Sec. 25, T. 20N. R. 23E, and
Sec, 30, and Lota 1 and 2 Sec- lion 31 Township 20n Range 24E Also
on Jan. 10th 1S16 mudo addl. II. E. No
025621 for
SEJ-NSW'l-NE- l,
Sec. 25 Twn. 20N. Rng 2:E N.M.
y Meridian, bus Hied notice of intenof Jan. 1918
tion to make Three Year Proof, to estab
lish claim to the land above described
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose Garcia before Stanley A. Foutz, U. S.
Antonio Mascarenas
at his office in Wagon Mound
Lee West
Pedro T. Montoya
New Mexico, on Dec. 18, 1917 '
All ol Solano New Mexico.
Kegister
PAZ VALVERDE,
Claimant names as witnesses:
12 22
Julian Gallegos E.etiuiel Gallegos
NOTICE I OR PUBLICATION
Ignacio Valdez Marcelino Ulibarri
Department of the Interior U S Land
All of Roy .New Mexico
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
FRANCISCO DELGADO
Nov. 14 1917
SEJ-SE-

i

of the ROY TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK, Roy, N. M., at the close

of business December 3d, 1917.

$141,539.15

Overdrafts

92.12

Real Estate, Furn. &Fixt.

6,705.00

Cash and Sight Exchange

BO,

y Garage

Statement ot Condition which speaks for
itself showing as it
does a footing of
Nearly a Fifth of a
Million Dollars.

RESOURCES
Loans and Discunts

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

To examine our

and LIVERY
At Reasonable Rates.
UK

It reflects the

LIABILITIES

5,000.00

Undivided Profits

6,674.46

Deposits

heal-

thy condition of the '
country as well as of
the Bank rendering
it.

$15,000.00

Export Mechanic!
GASOLINE STA.

1

HUIii
Dnvpnnnrr Urn's. i.
New Mex.
RUY,

$198,652,55

Surplus

Wl-SE-

Farm to Trade
For

who on Aug. 18 I9U made HIS No 018324 Oklahoma
Sec 13
for NEJ Sec 14
J W
Stock
Twp.18NHng.27E NMP. Meridian has
"of
Farm
40
acres in Dewey
filed notice of intention to wake three
County,
Oklahoma,
5 miles from
claim
to
the
proof,
to
establish
ear
land abovo described, before F.'
Oakwood, on Gulf & Orient, Ry.
II. Fostec U. S. Commissioner, at his 25 acres farm land balance heavy
ollice at Roy, N. M. on . Jan 17 1918
wJ-N-

171,978.09

timber well fenced, good buildings and well. Will sell or trade
for good team and milk cows.
Inquire at
office

Claimant names as witnesses:
John Beckman
Andres Trujillo
George Perry
John Bowman

Roy Trust & Savings Bank

0

All of Solano New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,
12-2-

NOTICE Füíl PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Office at Clayton, New Mei
Nov. 24 1917.
Nov. 24, 1917
Notice is hereby given that
Notice is hereby given that Claude Alejandro Montoya of Mills New MeX,
R Hosklns of Roy, New Mexico who who on July 23rd 1913 made H. E. No.
J
on Dec. 26 1914 made HE. No. 019074 015729 foi
Sec 17 and
for NE1 Sec 23 Twp20N.Rng27E NM. Section 18 Twn, 2 IN. Rng. 25E. N.M.
PMerinian, has filed notice of intention P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten
to make three year final proof to estab tion to make
Ihiee Year Proof,
lish claim to the land above described to establish claim to the land above
before F H Foster, U S com, at Roy described before F H Foster U S
N M on the 16th day of Jan. 1918
Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.
Claimant names as witnesses:
M on Jan 19 1918
R. W. Boulware
A. S. Hoskins
Claimant names as witnesses:
Hopkins
C. O.
M. M. Farris
Maria Maestas Jose C. Maestas
Jose
All of Roy New Mexico
.
Trujillo Alejandro Hernandez
Hilarlo
VALVERDE,
PAZ

S--

-

Register.

State of New Mexico,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Public Land Sale
Mora County

2

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

'

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies

Nov. 24 1917

Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.

J,

SEJ-Nw-

12-- 8

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office, at Clayton, New Mexico,
Nov. 24. 1917
Notice is hereby given that
John McCiyjtel Jr. of Roy New Mex.
who, on June. 21 1913 made II E No.
Section 1?.
OtCSO for SEJ and SWJ
25K.
Kange
20N.
Township,
New Mexico Principal Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make three
year proof, to establish claim to the
Land abovo described l.efore F H
Foster U. S. Commissioner at Roy
New Mexico on Jan. 18 1918
Claimant names as witnesses:
Add Harrison
Harry Lohstroah
John McCiystel
Tony Kweicien
All of Roy N M
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
.

C. U..

...c

Ton J. Tatloh. jr.. Absrticlo

31 1917.

J;

1917

Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Lujan ,
' Frank Lujan
Ignacio Lujan
Jose
Martinez
Julio
All of Sabinoso New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,
Kegister
1215

Mora,iNew

Meto

.......

.

Mora-Count- y.

;
Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are beingj,
straightened out and we are also prepared!
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.J

forWi-SW-

All Matters entrusted to us dispntehed with Promptness and Aceurey
Your Hunídahs Kcspectfully Solicited

Roy Telephone Co.
Gilstrap Bra's, Prop's

FOR HE PUBLICATION

,
NEi-SW- J
SWJ-SKRange 29E
Section 23. Townsb.ip.17N
NMP Meridian has filed notice of intention to make three year proof, to
establish claim to the land above
descriled, before F. H. Foster U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy
N M on the 14th day of Jan. 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Crecencio Montz
Higinio Sandoval
J Inez Montano Manuel Martinez
All of Gallegos, New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

Officeand Exchange,
Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

No bid on the above described tracts
0f am will be accepted or less than
110.00 per acre, which is the appraised
valup thereof and in addition thereeo
the successful bidder must pay for the
improvements.
Each of the above described tracts
will be offered for sale separately.
The abeve sale of lands will be subject to the following terms and conditions, viz: the successful bidder must
pay to the Commissioner
of Publio
Lands, or his agent holding such sale,
of the pried offered by
him for the land, four percent interest

NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION.

PHONE at Springer.

E

Solano, Mosquero,

Sec 17 Twp 18N
011373 for Ni-Svling 30 K N.M.P.M. has filed notice ol

ROY, N. M.

Mills, Abbott, Taylor

and intermediate paints. '
Roy City Exchange,
nected.

Rural-Communi-

Spring
Lines

ty

con-

Eilicient Service- intention to make proof under the Act
in the manner required of homestead entrymen to establish claim tc
before
the land above described,
Register & Receiver U. S, Land
Office Clayton N. M. on thelSth day
of Jan. 918
claimant names as witnesses:
Charles P. Field
A. C. Smith
Chamberlains Cough Remedy
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
Piercs Fie'd
This is not only one of the best end
J. R. Guinn
ISOLATED TRACT
All of David N Mex
most eñicient medicine for coughs,
PUBLIC LAND SALE
PAZ VALVERDE,
colds, and croup, but is also pleasant
Register.
and safe to take, which is important Department of the Interior.
when medicine must be given to child- U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M
Many mothers have given it
ren.
Nov. 7, 1917.
"C" Jan. 9, 1U17
their unqualified endorsement.
Notice is hereby given that, as directed by ihi Commissioner of tlio Genera
Land ollice, under provisions of Sec
JACK P. MILLS
2455, U. S. , pursuant to the applicatior
of Lizzie K Mitchell,
of Eoy, NM.
U. S. Commissioner
Serial No. 021453. we will offer hi
11
and
Fillings, Proofs
p.blie sale, to the highest bidder, but
land matters.
at not less than ?il 00 per cre, nr. II
Also Surveys and Plats.
o'clock A. Sí. on the Kith day of Jan.
1918 next lit this ofliee, the following
Prompt Attention
Sec iV T 19N
tract of land; NEJ-SW- J
Gffic3at Solano, New Nexico.

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

5

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Nov. 14. 1917
Notice is hereby given that Vesalins
P Halterman of Roy N. M. who on
Dec 27 1910 and. Add'l Nov IS Í915
made HE Nos 012591 and Add'l 021230
Sec 27 and
for Swl-Sw- l,
of Section 2?
SEJ - SEJ,
Township. '.9N. Range 2(E, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
KJ-S-

Wi-SE- J,

tomake three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster U S Commissioner
at Roy N. M. on Jan. 16 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
w II Guthmnn
H M Wrst
Clarence Lelllcr
A J Smith
All

J.F.ARNBTT

Refitted and Refurnished thruout

Rooms 50c, 75c & $1.00
MEALS Served at
The Home Restaurant
Roy, New " Mexico

"

Short Orders

F. ARNETT Prop'n

E N M M
The sale will not be kept open, bu'
will be declared closed when thost
pucsent at the hour r.amed haveeeusee
bidding
The person making tjie high
est bid will lie requei ed to immediately
p;iy to the Receiver the amount there
"
.' "
Any persons claiming adversely t!t
above described land are advised t
lili their claims, or objections, on y
11 2ii

Stomach Trouble and

Con-

stipation

Those who aic afflicted with stomach trouble and constipation should

read the following: "I have never
found anything so good for stomach
of
trouble and constipation as Chamberoff
them
used
have
lain's Tablets. I
and on now for the past two years.
They not only legulate the action, of before the tune designated foe fule
the bowel but stimulate the liver and
PAZ VALVEllDE
keep one's body in a healthy condition"
Ketister
writes Mrs. Beniamin Hooper, Auburn
'
"'
. Y.
'

.N

"

of Roy N.

M,

Paz Valverde,
Register

12-2- 2

WIOEMiNX'S

Pure

Now under Management of

"J.

L

$50.00.

12-2- 2

The Southwestern
Hotel

Regular Meals

Sec.

SWl-S-

SEi-SW-

J:

24andNJ-SEi-

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

Department of the Interior
U. 8. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Nov. 2S 1917
Notice is hereby given that David C
Field of David N. M. who on May 18
who
1910 made Desert Land Kntry No.

Notice is hereby given that
Rafael Crespin.of Sabinoso, N. M.
on April 22, 1914 made U. E. No. 0209:
NWJ-NW- J
Sec. 24 NEJ-NE- i
for
17N.
Kng. 24E
Twp.
23
Section.
N. M. i' Meridian, has tiled notice of
intention to make three Year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above
described before F. H. Foster U. S.
at Hoy, New Mexico, on
Comr.

...

L

NOTICE FUR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. SvLand
Office ut Santa Fe New Mexico

Dec. 19,

County Treasurer

Complete" Index to All Lands and Town Property in

5

Oct.

Stboso.

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

5

NOTICE

that

12-2-

.

Notice is hereby given that John
T. Stanfill of Solano N. M. who on
madeH. E No 020202
June
Sec7 and
for NE:
NL VNEfr S;ction, 18 Township. 18 N
Range 27E N. M. P. M, has filed
notice of intention to make Three
Years Final Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described
before F.H Foster, U s comisionf r a
19tli day
office at Roy N. M., on the
1918
of Jan
Claimant names as witnesses:
W. L. Kelly
John Henkman
Mark Woods
C. M. Thompson
All of Solano New Mexico
PAZ VALVEllDE, Register.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

'

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
M

of Public

Notice is hereby given that,
pursuant to the provisions ot an act of
Julian Aragón of Bueyeros N. M. who Congress, approved June 20th, 1910,
on Nov 3 1910 & Aug 10 1914 made HE
laws of the State of New Mexico and
Nos. 012353 and 01828S for El Secand the rules and regulations of the
tion 15 Townspip 21 N Range 31E.
State Land Office, the Commissioner
N, M. r. Meridian has filed notice of
of Public Lands will offer at puplicsalé
three-year
proof
intention to make
to the highest bidder, at 2 o'lock, P.M.
to establish claim to the land above
on Wednesday, February 27th, 1918. in
described before Register & Receiver the town of Mora, County of Mora and
Clayton N M 16th day of Jan 1918.
State of New Me 'ico, in front of the
Claimant names as witnesses:
court house therein, the following
Tobias Cruz
Francisquito Garcia
tracts of land vii
A1ej4ndro Garcia
Decider io Lujan
944 All of Sec. 36, Township
Sale
No.
All of Bueyeros NM
20, North, Range 26 East, containing
PAZ VALVERDE
2
Register 640 acres, Implements consist of
fencing, value $200.00.
NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION
Sale No. 945 - NJ, SEL Ni SWJ, SE
Department of the Interior U. S. Land SWi, Sec. 16: T. 20 N., R. 2üE , conN. M.
Office at Clayton,
taining 600 acres, Improvements conNov. 14 1917
sist of fencing, value $262.50.
.
,
'
, Notice is hereby given that
SwJ-SwNo. 946
Sale
Secv'lfl,
T.
Maragarito Sandoval of Gallegos New
20N., R. 26E., containing 40 acres.
1913
21
6
ón
&Tíov
Juné
who
Mex.
Improvements consist of fencing, 'value
made HE. Nog. 016ü78and Add'l01ti071
NOTICE is hereby given

Perodicals and Stationery

5

Department of the Interior
Clayton N
U. S. Land Office at

Office of the Commissioner
Lands,

Nov. 17, 1917,

Patent Medicines

All of Mills, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

Register

Notice for Republication
Department uf the Interior IJ. 8. Land
Onice at Clayton New Mexico,

Pure Drug3, Chemicals and

EJ-SE-

WJ-SW- J;

Register."

12--

Notice is hereby given that
Cyrus W.B.Leatherman of Solano, N.M

iyf, 652.55

5

,',

j

0.-- '
IWJJCXU
Z

Capital

4

Com-mision- er

Cars Housed and Cared for

31 6. 28

Lot

UNSWEETENED
EVAPORATED

Goat Milk
93
i& Works wonder in restoring health to thow
Ta, itillering with ttiuermiotii or i oran ta
trouble, l'imlively oleelüeprtmiei
" iulunttle nulaulnuont

a

AT LEADINO

DRUGGIST

WIDtMANN GOAT MILK

CO.

For Sale.

''

advance for the balance

of such

purchase price, the fees for advertising
and appraisement and all costs Incident
al to the sale herein and each and all
of said amounts must be deposited in
cash or certified exchange at iho time
of sale and which said amounts and all
of them aresui.ject to forfeiture to the
Slate of New Mexico If the successful
bidder does not execute a contract
within thirty days after it hss been
mai'ed to him by the State Land Office
said contract to provide that the purchaser may at his option make payments of not less than ore thirtieth of
ninety five per cent of the purchase
price at any time after the sale and
prior to the expiration of fhhty years
from the date of the contract and to
provldu for the payment'of any unpaid
balance at the expiration of thiity
years from the date of the contract
with Interest on deferred payments at
the rate of four per cent per annum
payable in advance on the unniversary
of thrt date of the contract, partial pay
ments to becredited on the anniversary
of the date of the contract next following date of tender.
The above salo Of land will be subject to valid existing rights, easements
riuhis of way and reservations.
The Commissioner of Pub ic Lands or
his agent holding Such sale reserves
the right to reject any and all bids
offered at saúl sale.
Possession under contracts of sale,
for tht i.bove described tracts will bo
given on or before October 1st, 1918.
witness my baud and the official seal
of the Statfl Land Office, of the State
olNew Mexico, this Twenty-thirday
of November, 191".
,

The Incomparable Baby Food
The Perfect Food for Invalids

iL
&

in

d

I have a ford

car f od is new,

for sale, would also like to buy a
medium size second hand Avery

tractor.

ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
Commi.seionerof Public Lund
of the Stute of New Mexico.

W. C. Yarbrough
1st Publication Dec. 8, 1917
Route A Roy, N. M. Lust Pub'ication Feb, 9 l'JÜí.

,

THE

All EPITOME

FOREIGN

OF

LATE LIVE NEWS
RECORD OP THE
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS,

DOINGS,

ACHIEVE-

MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
WotLra N.wtparm Union Ntwt Strtlct.

'

ABOUT THE WAR
Austrian troops in Albania suffer
heavy losses.
British and French forces have
'reached Italian Une to resist invaders.
The British are shelling Cambral, the
city in the heart of the great coal district.
American troops played an important part in Gen. Byng's drive before
Cambral.

America's Rainbow Division is in
France, along with other National
Guard units.
German attacks from Masnieres to
Moeuvres were repulsed after hours of
heavy fighting.
Ten divisions strong, the Belgian army Is ready to take its part in the
offensive in Flanders whenever the
word is given.
President Wilson and his Cabinet
decided to take no steps at this time
toward a declaration of war on Austria-Hungary.

The Austrian and German frontiers
have been closed. Both the French
and Italian frontiers already bad been
closed for an Indefinite period.
Germans entered British positions
at various points south of Masnieres
and advanced two miles at one point,
but British regained part of the

I round.

British casualties reported during
November totalled 120,089, divided as
follows:
Officers killed or died of
wounds, 1,152; men, 24,292. Officers
wounded or missing, 3,537; men,
91,-10-

The Berlin statement says that "in
aerial engagements and by fire from

the ground our opponents lost thirty
airplanes and two captive balloons. On
the Cambral battlefield the British
were repulsed in an attack west of
Bourlon."

In Palestine on the line extending
from the northeast of Jerusalem to
the sea, the Turkish forces facing the
troops under General , Allenby are
showing considerable activity, but as
yet have made no maneuver in the
nature of a general attack.
On the Italian front the fierce engagements by infantry, in which the
men often came into
encounters, have turned into duels with
the big guns in the hilly region north
of the Venetian plain and along the
middle and lower Piave river.
The brilliant record of the French
aviators, including the members of
the Lafayette escadrille for the ten
months ending In October, shows that
they destroyed 120 German airplanes
over the French lines and 397 over
the German Unes whose destruction
has been fully confirmed.
hand-to-han-

Ministers of allied powers to Russia
ready to ask for passports.
Drastic curtailment of manufacture
of pleasure automobiles unnecessary.
At Amoy, China, the American dol
lar Is quoted as worth $1.42 in Chinese coin.
Former Premier Kerensky of Rus
sia was reported by the Russian press
to be safely in hiding in Finland.
A dlspatoh from Petrograd to the
London Daily Mall says that Siberia is
about to declare its Independence.
Lady MacKenzle, wife of Sir William MacKenzle, president of the Can
adian Northern railway, died at her
home in Toronto.
National Guardsmen from every
state in the Union have arrived in
France, it Is now permitted to be an
nounced. They are among the troops
now training or lately arrived.
American soldiers stationed In Par
is and the suburbs, as well as those
at various training camps and bases,
sat down to an
Thanks
giving dinner.
The
government
has sent an official reply accepting
the Russian government's wireless
proposal to enter into negotiations for
an armistice and a general peace
treaty.
The end of the East African cam
paign before Christmas is predicted by
the Reuter correspondent at Ndara. He
declares by that time the German
commander-in-chie- f
will be a prisoner
or In exile.
Teuton attacks against the Italian
positions in Albania at a point ten
miles northeast of the Adriatic sen- port of Avlona were repulsed with
heavy losses, the Italian war office
announced at Rome.
The British government's answer to
the Marquis of Lansdowne's "no
knockout" letter was a firm reitera
tion that no discussion of "freedom of
the seas" Is possible until the oceans
have been swept clean of German sub
marines.
The government of Nikolai Lenine
has fallen, according to a Petrograd
dispatch to the London Dally Chron
icle. It has been succeeded by a coal
ltlon cabinet of advanced Socialists, In
which, however,
the Bolshevik! are
represented.
Count Czerin, the
ian foreign minister, in a discussion
with the delegates of the upper house,
said, according to a Vienna dispatch,
that Austria was ready to enter into
negotiations with Russia for an hon
orable and acceptable peace.
That 500,000 Klrghise Tartars were
massacred in the summer of 1916 be
cause they revolted against the ex
czar's transference of their best graz
ing lands to his favorites is stated in
the Manchester Guardian by M. Phil
lips Price, a special correspondent just
returned to London from a visit to the
remote region on the borders of Russia and China.
Austro-Hungarla-

Austro-Hungar-

d

Austro-Germa-

n

i

new Mexico!
state news
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Dee.
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Nippr Union Nwi Strtlc.
COMINO EVENTS.
Zunl Indians Bhakalo

it uní.
March.
at

Koswell.

dance

Wool Growers' convention

The tax amendment was defeated at
the recent election by 11,241.
Nov. 25 marked the end of the deer
leason throughout the state.
The Tucumcari Federation of Worn-n'- s
Clubs bought two $50 Liberty
bonds.

The next draft In Chaves county
nill take place about the middle of
February.
The convicts imprisoned at the
itate penitentiary, voted dry by a majority of 16.
New Mexico has given more than
double its quota to the Y. M. C. A.
sar work fund, a splendid demonstration of patriotism.
Plans for a $25,000 system of warehouses and oil tanks were approved
nd passed by the Rio Grande Oil
wOmpany at Deming.
The Magdalena Coal Company of
Magdalena filed Incorporation papers,
;he capitalization being $100,000, of
rvblch $51,000 is paid up.
New Mexico property is now worth
i little more than $363,000,000, as
ihown by the assessed valuation fixed
by the State Tax Commission.
Better street lighting, paving, enlarged sewer connections and other
Improvements are being planned by
the Civic Improvement Association of
Las Vegas.
New Mexico school children art
ibout to render a distinct and help-

Wis Almost Frantic With the Pain
DECLARED SUPERIOR IN PROTEIN
PERCENTAGE.

SHOWS RECORD PROSPERITY
AMERICAN FARMERS.

SUte College Director Wants Pinto
Become Standard Part of Eating
House Menu.

Thanksgiving
Day Found Horn of
Plenty Brimming Full. Corn Is
First on List With Value
of (4,659,000,000.

Xi

Western Ntwtpap.r I'nlon Ntwi Service.
State College, N. M. The pinto

bean, of which the farmers of New
Mexico are raising many millions oi
pounds each year, Is to become a stan
dard part of the menu in hotels and
restaurants if Prof. Fabian Garcia,
head of the experiment station at the
New Mexico College of Agricultura
and Mechanic Arts has his way about
it. The New Mexico pinto has a con'
tent of 21.88 per cent protein, superior
to that of the well known navy bean
It Is very palatable, easily cooked, not
perishable, can be stored away, ordi
narlly is sold at a low price, and Prof.
Garcia Is at a loss to understand why
the pinto Is not more popular. He
has started a campaign to create a
bigger demand for the bean and sets
forth his views In a very Interesting
article in the "New Mexico Courier,"
a monthly paper published by the ex
tension service at State College.
During the past few years, there has

been a marked Increase in the pro
duction of New Mexico pinto beans.
New Mexico produced in 1914, 1915
and 1916, 16,320,000, 22,080,000 and 22,- 225,000 pounds respectively while the
forecast for 1917, according to the
July "Monthly Crop Report," from the
Department of Agriculture, was

pounds.
According to this government re
port, Michigan, California, New York,
Colorado and New Mexico, the five
bean producing states, will have, this
season, 1,328,460,000 pounds, while in
1916 the total bean crop produced by
ful service to the country through the
these five state was 530,760,000
jrganlzatlon of Thrift Clubs for Patrl-jtl- c pounds.
Service.
The Woman's Club of Albuquerque
Historical Society Elects Officers.
are preparing to send Christmas packSanta Fé At the recent annual
ages to all the Boldiers located at the
meeting of the New Mexico Historical
training camps who are from that Society the following
officers were
city.
L.
Bradford
elected;, President,
Articles of incorporation were filed Prince; vice presidents, Frank W.
In the office of the State Corporation Clancy, R. E. Twitchell and Antonio
Commission by the Deadwood Mining Lucero; recording secretary, E. A.
Company, office at Mogollón, capital Johnston;
corresponding secretary,

stock

$500,000.

Miss Isabel Eckles of Silver City,
county superintendent of Grant county, was nominated for president of the
New Mexico Educational Association
by acclamation.
Agents to issue licenses to cover
the sale and purchase of explosives
within the state of New Mexico have
been appointed by the Council of Defense for the several counties.
The Woman's Club of Albuquerque
held a meeting which dealt' primarily
with food conservation, each member
responding to roll call by giving a
recipe for an economical dish.
P. T. White, now with the 113th

W. M. Berger; assistant secretary,
Mrs. M. M. Victory; treasurer, A. E.
P. Robinson; curator, Henry Woodruff; executive council, Neston Mon-tbyW. H. H. Llewellyn, R. L. Baca,
A. B. Renehan, Camilo Padilla, H. H.
Dormán.

a,

d

d

32,-00- 0

acres.

More beautiful even than had been
expected, more extensive than had
been deemed possible, is the art exhibit at the new Museum that was
thrown open formally to the public at
Santa Fé.
Supervisor J. C. Kircher of the
Santa Fé forest has been notified that
two of his men at Sands have been
subjected to quarantine of two weeke
because of two smallpox cases among
natives there.
Governor Lindsey received a tele
,
gram from R. T. F. Simpson of
stating that a sheep shipment
of 40,000 head was stalled at Farm-Ingto"awaiting cars promised thirty
days ago or more."
Former State Senator B. F. Pankej
suggested to the State Tax Commis
slon that It get the cattle sanitarj
board to cooperate with it In an effort to place all of the cattle in th
state on the tax rolls.
The wooden bridge at Pena Blanca.
which has been out for some time, re
quiring traffic to go twenty miles out
of its way, is to be repaired. Tbii
is the word brought by the state en
glneer from Bernalillo county.
State Superintendent Jonathan H
Wagner has been notified of his ap
polntment as state director of the
United States Boys Working reserv
by the New Mexico Council of De
fense. This body will hold its sec
ond national conference of directori
at the Defense building, Chicago, Dec
7 and 8.
Recognition of the election oi
Charles F. Wade and Walter M. Con
nell as city commissioner of Albuquer
que was contained in a proclamation
issued by Mayor Henry Westerfeld foi
election Dec. 3, which wll
the run-of- f
determine whether J. M. Reynolds oi
George D. Hammond will receive th
third commissionershlp.
A noteworthy feature of the fall
term of school in Grant county is th
largely Increased enrollment in th
rural schools. Miss Isabel L. Eckles
county superintendent, reports a tota!
enrollment at. present of 7,414 pupils
compared with an enrollment a yeai
ago of 6,948, a net gain of 566.
The Knights of Pythias of New
Mexico are asked to contribute $1
each toward a war relief fund to as
sist In the humane work of relie)
throughout the world. It is planned
to raise $500,000 in the country. Then
are 1,200 K. of P.'s In New Mexico.
,,

Farm-ington-

21 DILLIOiJ Had To Give Up

POPULAR PINTO BEAN CROP OF

Youth Slays School Girl; Suicides.
Santa Fé. Lollta Chaves , the 14- year-olschool girl who was shot by
youth at
Andres Mora, a
Galleteo, a small town south of here,
died in a local hospital a few minutes
after Mora passed away in the jail
wound. After
here from a
SPORTING NEWS
shooting the girl In the side Mora
Fred Rantschler, dashing right end
pistol on himself and sent
of the Denver University football regiment, U. S. Engineers, stationed turned the
through
his body just below
bullet
a
eleven, was elected captain of the 1918 at Camp Shelby, Mississippi, writes the heart. The girl was the daughter
Hugh II. Williams that there are
team.
of Apolonlo Chaves, a former probate
soldiers in that camp on 171,000 Judge
Peck Griffin, national doubles tenof Santa Fé county.

nis champion, the greatest court general that ever held a racquet, is "somewhere in France."
The American soldiers in the
trenches are not to be forced to grow
lax In American sports. A recent shipment sent from Red Cross headquarters Included 559 soccer footballs and
250 Rugby footballs, the gift of Harvard graduates to the Sammies.
WESTERN
The Pittsburg Railways company adCamp Shelby, Hattlesburg, Miss.,
vertised for girls' to be conductors on army post boasts of the first woman
the street railways.
to qualify as a sharpshooter In the
Hunting fatalities for the season of American army and she hails from
Kentucky. Mrs. Jackson Morris, wife
1917 were cut down to twenty-threknown cases as compared with eighty-si- x of Major Morris, former secretary of
the governor of Kentucky, holds the
In 1910 and fifty-nin- e
in 1915.
honor.
Answering a 20,000-worhypothetical Question, Dr. J. Sherman Wight, GENERAL
defense alienist, declared at Mineóla,
War taxes can be paid in quarterly
L. I., that Mrs. Blanca de Saulles was periods.
"not responsible" when she killed her
L. C. Marshall of the University of
divorced husband, John L. de Saulles. Chicago was appointed chief of a new
Deportation of every Yaqul Indian industrial section in the Council of
that can be captured and extermina- National Defense to adjust labor suption of the rest is the policy announced ply to war needs.
by Gen. P. Elias Calles in a telegram
Mrs. John Brammell and three childfrom his headquarters received
by ren, Arthur, 11; Tannls, 8, and Beth,
Mexican consular officers at Douglas,
4, were suffocated in their home at
Arli
Minneapolis, Minn., when fire broke
WASHINGTON
out in the basement.
Along the Piave river front the ItalThe Marquis of Lansdowne's bombian soldiers report that the terrified shell letter may have far reaching efscreams of women in
fect in bringing England's discussions
hands make the night hideous, accord- of the war to a center on President
ing to dispatches received by the Ital- Wilson's plans for a frank, full and
ian embassy.
joint statement of aims by all the
Most careful estimates by military allies.
experts place the total number of
An authorized report concerning the
fighting troops the United States can Unionist meeting in London, says it
have in France by March 1 at 400,000 Was attended by 1,500 representatives
men, including regular army and na- of Unionist bodies throughout the
tional guard chiefly.
country, and that resolutions were
With Berlin negotiating peace with unanimously carried deploring the
the Bolshevik! government of Russia, publication of the letter of the MarLord Lansdowne's letter urging Great quis of Lansdowne and declaring firm
Britain to restate her war aims in a adherence to the war aims of the al
form more conciliatory to Germany lies as defined by the premier, Mr.
created a sensation in Washington.
Bonar Law and Mr. Asquith.
Congress will have to authorize earWillard J. Rockefeller, managing di
ly In the session means of coUecting rector of a Chicago hotel, who took
from the American people between the witness stand at Concord, N. H., In
now and July 1st, about 5,000,000,000
the tria of Gaston B. Means, charged
in addition to the 3,6C6,000,000 from with the murder of Mrs. Maude A.
Liberty bonds already authorized but King, testified that Mrs. King was
yet to be issued, the $1,000,000,000 or "virtually a prisoner" in his hotel
less expected from war savings cam- from last April to July.
paign and about $3,000,000,000 from - Divisional headquarters at Camp
war taxes.
Wheeler, at Macon, Ga., announced
Naval operation of all American the death of eight more soldiers from
merchant ships engaged in transatlan- pneumonia during twenty-fou- r
hours,
tic service is planned by the govern- bringing the total of pneumonia fa
ment to safeguard vessels traversing talities at the camp during the last
the submarine zone.
eighteen days up to eighty.
e

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Auto Turin Turtle; Man Killed.
Silver City, N. M. J. S. Brown, a
Lordsburg, N. M., liquor dealer, was
instantly killed, and J. E. Barber and
Pedro Almarez of Mogollón, a mining
camp north of here, were seriously injured twenty miles northwest of this
city when an automobile In which they
were riding plunged off a mountain
road and overturned in a cañón below.
Draft Evader and Sheriff Shot
Elida, N. M. Sheriff A. L. Gregg at.
tempted to arrest Charles Glover for
evading the draft. The sheriff was
shot through the stomach and Glover
three times in the body. Both will
die.
New Museum Formally Dedicated.
The new museum of
New Mexico, reproducing at a cost of
$150,000 the Franciscan missions built
300 years ago, was formally dedicated.
Representatives of universities, museums and scientific and art associations in many parts of the country
were present for the formal ceremonies and the dedication address by
Frank Springer, president of the Santa
Fé Society of the Archaeology Institute of America. More than 1,500 visitors were in the city Nov. 24 for the

Santa Fé.

dedication and the annual convention
of the New Mexico Educational Association.
Barranca Cañón School House Burns.
Santa Fé. The Department of Edu
cation has received word that the
school house in Barranca cañón, Tor
rance county, burned to the ground.
As there had been no school lately, it
believed that the fire was of in
cendiary origin. No insurance was
carried on the building.
at Camp Cody New Years.
Deming.- - The 25,000 soldier boys ol
Camp Cody will have occasion on New
Year's Day to thank their lucky stars
that such a man as P. W. Turner Uves
lauie on
on eartn. un a mne-ion- g
New Year's Day the soldiers and citizens will face, all cooked and ready
to enjoy, under cloudless skies and in
summer clothing, 100 fine steers, BOO
sheep, 1,000 fowls, 10,000 loaves ol
bread, 7,000 cakes and pies and thou
sands of delicacies sent to the soldiei
boys from friends back home.
Barbecue

.

OF

tnd Suffering of Kidney Complaint Doan'f Made Her Well.
Mrs. Lydia Shutter, 1838 Margaret
St., Frankford, Pa., taya: "A cold start-emy kidney trouble. My back begun
to ache and got lore and lame. My
joints and ankles became swollen and
painrui ana it lelt as it
needles were sticking into them. I finally had
to give up and went
from bad to worse.
"My kidneyt didn't
set right and the secretions were scanty and
1 had aw
distretainar.
ful dizzy pella when ev- ...
erything before me turn- .
tw
ed black; one time I
couldn't aes for twenty minutes. Awful pains in my head set me almost
frantic and I was to nerroua, I couldn't
ttand the leant noise. How I suffered!
Often 1 didn't cars whether I lived or
died.
"I couldn't eleep on account of the
terrible paint in my back and head.
Nothing teemed to do me a bit of good
until I began taking Doan't Kidney
PlUt. I could toon tee they were helping me; the backache stopped, my kidneys were regulated and I no longer
had any dizzy spellt or rheumatic paint.
I still take Doan't occasionally and
they keep my kidneys in good health."
"Owern to before me,
F. W. CASSIDY, JR., Notary Public.
Cat Doan't at Aa Stars, 80e a Baa

d

Nwt Service,
Thanksgiving Day
Washington.
found America's horn of plenty with
new high record fullness.
Responding faithfully to President
Wilson's appeal and the needs of a
war-torworld, American farmers produced a gross total of $21,000,000,-00worth of farm products, equaling
In valeu the nation's total expenditure
In one year of war.
That great total being the value of
all crops, animals and animal products, was $6,500,000,000 greater than
last year's and more than the combined value of any two previous
years. There were record crops of
corn, oats, rye, white and sweet potatoes, tobacco and beans.
The principal farm crops will reach
in value,
more than $12,000,000,000
and animinor crops $2,500,000,000,
mals and animal products, including
CO, BUFFALO, N. Y.
butter, cheese and eggs, about
This year's values are based
on preliminary production estimates,
Why of Course.
and prices paid to producers Nov. 1,
Though thoroughly patriotic, JohnAgof
Department
as reported by the
ny, nged nine, dining with his mother
riculture. An official estimate of the In one of
the cafeterias on wheatless
principal farm crop values will be duy,
not understand why he
could
made by the Bureau of Crop Estimates
corn
bread instead of the
eat
should
on Dec. 11. '
usual white bread,, relntes the IndianCorn, the country's greatest crop,
apolis News.
of the Inaccounts for about
In the argument that ensued his
creased farm products value of this mother, losing her temper, ordered the
year. It is estimated at about
young man "to get outside of bis porcompared with $2,296,000,000
tion of bread right away."
last year, $1,723,000,000 in 1915, and
After a thoughtful moment Johnny
five
average
for
the
$1,577,000,000 the
commented : "Mother, then I would be
years 1910-1In point of quantity the peelin', wouldn't 1?"
corn this year saw its largest production, being 66,000,000 bushels mors
Tht Oninlut That Dtet Not Effect Head
of lu tonto and l.iallT. effort, Laxative
than the 1912 record crop, 608,000,000 Beoant.
Bromo (alnln. oto bo taken bj anyone without
or ringing In tno bead. Tbero
bushels more than last year and
routing nerroDinesi
one "Bromo Quinine," M. W. UHOVav
bushels more than the 1910-1tig nature It on box. DUo.
r
average.
Cost of Feeding Nippon's Soldiers.
Next in point of value comes cotton
It costs about 43 sen u day (about
with a crop valued at about
22 cents) to feed a private in Japan's
accounting for more than
regiment,
of the year's total value in- Second Imperial
crease. Production this year is about according to an ofllcer quoted lnr Yom-lur- l,
n vennculur paper. Of this, 15
600,000 bales larger than last year and
2,840,000 bales smaller than the 1910-1- 4 sen goes for a quart of rice and barley (30 per cent barley) and 18 sen
r
average.
Hay is the next most valuable crop, for meat and vegetables. The sum is
with a total of $1,390,000,000, com- not as small as It seems, as everything
d
under market price when
pared with $1,162,000,000 last year and ts
bought
army. For breakfast,
for
the
1915.
$1,056,000,000 in
Wheat, the fourth crop in point of in addition to the cereal, bean soup is
value, Is worth more than a billion served, and for lunch and supper the
dollars, for the second time in Amer- menu Includes vegetables nnd fish or
Cooking and distribution is
ican farming history. Its value is es- meat.
carefully
done by a staff of 20 men, incompared
$1,320.,000,000,
at
timated
cluding
lieutenants, three serthree
with $1,025,765,000 last year,
geants ond 14 privates or one cook
in 1915 and $6:'' ,939,000, the
for every 90 men In a regiment of
crops.
average value of 1910-1Unused food Is sold to cheap
No other crop has reached the
eating houses, the money thus gained
n-dollar
total, although oats comes
being spent for extra dishes on feswithin $25,000,000 of that figure, betive occasions.
ing valued at $975.000,000, compared
year
the
and
$656,000,000
with
last
Of Course She Did.
1910-1average of $442,909,000.
A young woman had come In answer
Potatoes passed the half billion-dolla- r
to an advertisement. She was asked
mark, with a total of $562,000,000, why she left her last place.
as compared with $417,063,000 last
"Yes'm. I don't mind tellin' all about
year, $221,992,000 in 1915 and
it. It was Just this wny. The lady
1910-1average.
the
comes Into my kitchen nnd asks me if
Other important crops show in- I can make corn poneR, nnd proceeds
creased values. Barley, estimated to to show me, to show ME, how to make
be worth $225,000,000, is more than corn pones, an' I'm from Kentucky.
average value; tye, Did I quit? Of course I did." Indouble the 1910-1with a value of $95,000,000, is worth dianapolis News.
almost four times as much as Its
crops,
value averaged for the 1910-1Since the Draft.
and both buckwheat, with a value of
How are you?
Jones
$26,000,000, and sweet potatoes, with
Smith Are you speaking as a friend
a value of $94,000,000, are more than r ns a member of the exemption
1910-1Flaxseed
average.
double the
board?
Is valued at $29,000,000, and rice at
$33,000,000, both being less than last
Philippines is increasing rice
year In point of value, because of
smaller production. Tobacco, a record crop, is valued at $249,000,000,
compared with $169,000,000 last yeai
tttSTAST
POSTS!
and $103,061,000, the 1910-1- 4 average.
Striking increase in value is shown
by the beans, onions, kaffirs and
1
broom corn crops, nil of which more
IFostuh
than doubled last year's value. Beans
are estimated at $120,000,000, comirmtssjiiiiiia
pared with $45,000,000 last year and
in 1915; onions at
$27,000,000
compared with $9,882,000 last
year and $7,281,000 in 1915; kaffirs at
compared with $53,269,- $128,000,000,
000 last year and $51,157,000 in 1915,
and broom corn at $13,500,000, compared with $6,549,000 last year and
Western Newspaper Union
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$4,789,000 in 1915.

The peach crop is valued at

$68,- -

apples,
pears, $13,500,000;
500,000;
sugar beets, $54,000,000;
$208,836,000;
cabbage, $14,000,000; hops, $12,000,000,
and cranberries, $2,400,000.

fits the spirit of
the times per-

Pork Jumps to $50 Per Barrel.
Pork available for imme
diate delivery commanded $50 a barrel Nov. 28, the highest price on rec
ord. The topmost figures during Civil
War days, when gold was at a big
premium, was $43.

Purely American

fectly. It is

Chicago.

Vatican Denies New Peace
Speaking In the name of
Pope Benedict the papal secretary of
state, Cardinal Gas parr 1, issued a general denial of reports that the Vatican
was working in the interest of a peace
which would not be just or durable,
arid that propaganda from the Vatican
was responsible for the breaking
down of the morale of Italian troops,
with the consequent recent defeat on
the Isonzo. It stated that army chaplains worked to prevent demoralization of the troops.
Move.
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OF MILK KILLS BABIES

New' Haven

Health Officer Declarti
Infant Mortality Unusually
,

í
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This mobile bur, mounted on the wheels of a smashed uirplime. Is used
exclusively by the mea of the Freucb flying squadron. Their bartender Is an

.....

Annamlte.

FATTEHS

III

New Haven, Conn. The Increased
cost of milk has, by decreasing use of
the commodity anion'; children most In
need of It, become a direct menace to
the health of the community, according
to Frank W.. Wright, health oflJcei
r
here.
Doctor Wright's compilation of September mortality figures shows an unusual number of deaths among Infant
from digestive ailments. He soys tlx
death rate among the very young, due
to these complaints, "has been greatly Increased In practically all the
American cities."
Conceding the cost oí production ha
Increased, Doctor Wright asserted, thai
the price to the consumer represents 1
greater advance than Is necessary.

DOLORES CECILIA BONILLAS

Fárying ways rfcclcb'rathíé thcJayJm n Lahlah
solemnity to'AmcrtcaUiíaichSBut wsyedr comiA

BlfupiwMrth hfll fie
heavilv Withmdness
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III NEUTRAL LANDS

CUT DOWN RATIONS AT HOME

gust to the present time, indicate that
new flour was jilaced in. jnarket in
Berlin during August, whereas a year
ago it wasn't ione until, ' November.
This was' Imperative because of the
shortness of the potato cop In some
sections. Seven pounds 'weekly is the
flour ration now, as coiipared wltlj
ten and a half pounds tnsf.yotnV
'
There hns been a heavy Increase
In the price of condensed milk throughout Germany since August. V
Causing Night Blindness.
The dearth of fodder Is the most
dangerous aspect of the food situation because Germany Is trying to
maintain a large amount of live stock.
The ration lias now been reduced from
250 grams to 200 and 150.
Germany's leading medical men are
now more frank than ever before In
statements that malnutrition, If conmean the elimination
tinued lonff,-wiof the weakest and explain that night
blindness is the disease now spreading
In the fatherland just as it did in
the wake of the famine ln"i?arly periods of history.
Neutral doctors testify to the Increase in cases of perforation of the
Intestines as a result of the lack of
food. A report Just Issued by Insurance companies deolores malnutrition
Is exceeded only by military service as
the cause of the greatest number of
"

Take Food From Invaded
Territory and Export It to Scan,
dinavla to Keep Up Pretense

Germana

Food.

London. New Information of a highly Interesting character concerning
German food supplies bas'becn obtuln-ed- .
Submarine crews are now the best
fed of any of the fighting men In the
whole German service. This has been
ordered to attract men to It.
At the same time it is Germany's
intention to do most of its submarine
recruiting among the men of its merchant marine service because of the
high mortality In the undersea work
and the necessity of saving the regular
naval officers and men for the high
seas fleet.
Food Camouflage.
In order to send 5 per cent of Germany's foodstuffs to Denmark and
Sweden, this amount, it Is stated, Is
being withdrawn from persons in occupied territories. It is considered vitally necessary as propaganda that Germany should be able to make a pretense of sending food outside.
To help counterbalance this exportation, It Is known that in recent
months Germany has been sending a
considerable number of conscripts Into
neutral countries to fatten up, preliminary to active service.
The shortage in food In many big
manufacturing centers has led to the
return home of many highly skilled
Dutch and Scandinavian workmen, despite high wages offered. Others periodically go home to put in a few
weeks on better rations, returning
ngttln to obtain the higher wages.
The latest food statistics from Germany, which cover a period from Au- -

TREE CLIMBING TANKS
DON'T ASTONISH DANIEL
Secretary
Washington.
Daniels of the navy department is nothing if not blase.
Recently, when he was Inspecting the marine corps camp
at Qunntlco, Va., enthusiastic
officers demonstrated some new
tank style gun tractors for him.
They ran the machines on the
level, then up grades and over
obstacles. Secretary Daniels enjoyed the demonstration, but did
not burst forth Into expressions
of great wonder.
Then the officers volunteered
to run a machine down Into a
trench," up the side and out
again. Another said he could
make his machine climb a wall,
but Secretary Daniels led his
party on to Inspect something
else.
"I've heard they've got machines in France that will climb
,
trees," he said.

ll

deaths.

FIXES
British

PRICE

Controller Takes
Drastic Action.

Food

Also Raises the Standard of Beverage,
Which Cuts the Brewers'

Profit
London. Government "beer" In future must be up to standard. Up to
the present dute any weak or washy
compound that could possibly be vended has been described by the vendors
as "government ale," with the result
that the words "government ule" were
being used by the public as a form
of wit.
Since the limitation of brewing to
10,000.000 barrels a year many breweries have been making larger profits
than for many years past. The standard enabled them to make larger supplies than the brews they had been
supplying.' One of the big London
brewery firms at the end of last year
paid a deferred dividend for the first
time In ten years.
The food controller has now fixed a
maximum price for ale of eight cents a
pint for light brews of an original
gravity of 1036 degrees and ten cents
for brews between 1036 andf 1052 dequullty
grees.
Beers of the
are permitted to be sold as "government alo," but the lower grades are
no longer to be sold under that title.
Brewers must mark the heads of1
the casks distinctly with the price at
which the contents are to be sold. Provided that brewer agrees to brew
per cent, of his ale below the original gravity of 1042 degrees he will
be permitted to brew 20 per cent more
ten-ce-

GREAT PERIL IN HAIR DYES
and toxic jaundice and
may result. Those continually
'doping' the scalp and roots of .the
hair with T. N. T. would lay themBritish Official Issues Warning Against selves open to this obstinate complaint, but, apart from this, the efPractice Which Is Fatal
fect of the stuff on the hair cells and
to Health.
tissue Is In no way persistent. A yel'explolowish hue may be Imparted, but
London An official of the
Insives department of the ministry of viewed purely as an ornament it is
effective.
warning
a
uttered
has
munitions
"Picric acid, on the other hand,
against the practice, disclosed in a
Is quite
West London police court case, among which gives a deeper shade,
imcan
with
be
harmless,
and
handled
T.
N.
using
T.
of
workers
munition
; ' but
and
punity
a
to
hair
their
impart
powder to
(used for airplane
chestnut or auburn color. The par- tetrachlorethane
wings and eliminating beetles from
was
tetryl,
mentioned
powder
ticular
Westminster hall) is much worse."
a variety of T. N. T.
"I cannot - conceive any woman,
"Officially, I am unaware of the
practice." said the official, "but if It however vain, placing herself In the
Inloes exist It Is a most dangerous position, of acquiring disease by
de
one. The familiar pigmentation of oculating the scalp with T. N.
the skin, due to handling this explo- clared a well known private analytisive Is not, in Itself, a serious mat- cal chemist. "She can, If she wishes,
ter, for it wears off after a time, but chew It without disaster, but to rub it
the skin Itself Is a great absorber of Is fatal from a health point of view."
Munitions Workers Use Explosive
to Get Auburn Tint.
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ClirtKllurt

throughout the

wnrlll oft
mas day; ' To mothers.
C
I
Ivesj BWec'tlu'ttrts,-- , who
1 "v
have lost' sons: husbands.
lovers, in the world madness. Christ
mns bells will sound as hnrsh, metal'
tic, Clangor, crystallizing sadness and
despair. Perhaps the women whose
men are In the armies will receive In
the music from the'cliurch towers messages of hope and inspiration.. ;
But speuklng metaphorically, how
the Yuletlde bells ring and Just when
...
i
x
they ring, who rings them and how
long, are matters of national taste
that will seem queer to you if while
"
'
i
you happen to be rojsterl&g lu Spain,
you think of Sweden kneeling in solemnity ; or in England eating yoi r way
through Chrlstmus day, you consider
í v
" the Itusslans chanting the myths of
'
'
the Goddess of the Sun, or in Italy
listening to the children reciting their
godly pieces In the streets, you remember JS'ew York and its theaters with
"epeciul Christmas performances."
Christmas in England never hus regained the measure of pure revelry It
held before the reformation.
Only the
remnants of those hearty times when
the lund was glutted with eplcureun
richness are what are left for old
hnglund today, but these are enough
to make the celebration distinct In Its
Wherever Chrlstmus is
Dolores Cecilia Bonillas, beautifu ponderosity.
daughter of the recently appointed am found in the British isles there is a
bassador from Mexico, recently mar plum pudding, that heaviest of edibles
rled to Dr. Juan I?. Itojo, finst sucre thut seems to improve in taste with
every pound tipped off on the scales.
tury of the embassy.
In Irelund they accompany a generous slice with long drinks of what
they call "lumb's-wool,- "
made by bruising roasted apples mixed with ale or
milk. If food and drink are the greater parts of Jollity, there are no merbeer during the current quarter, and II rier Chrlstmases In
the lund than these
brewing for munition area a slight!; in England.
But there is little Clirlst-mn- s
larger amount.
lore and superstition. Now and
then you will hear some old fireside
SWISS TO GET LESS BREAC crony drone awny about the bud consequences of a red and dusky New
Plea to Economize Accompanies Gov Year's duy, or peer out anxiously for
the first visitor, whose sex determines
ernment Notice of Red iced
good or 111 luck durlug the coming
Ration.
year. The authors huve put into
Berne, Switzerland. Notice of tli rhyme Just what you would do if you
reduction In the bread ration fo: were passing your Chrlstmus day with
Switzerland from 250 to 225 gramme the British :
dally, beginning December 1, has beei At
Christmas time we deck the hall
accompanied by an urgent plea fron
With holly branches brave and tall.
the government to the people to econo With sturdy pine and hemlock bright,
dancing: light
mlze on two pounds a mouth from thi and In the Yule-logwe tell old tales of field and fight
card allowance. This saving woult
At Christmas time.
amount to 270 carlouds of flour eucl At
Christmas time we pile the board
month, or enough to stretch the avail
With flesh and fruit and vintage
able supply of flour In Switzerlum
stored,
And 'mid the laughter and the glow
from February to March.
We
a measure soft and slow.
The Swiss are urged, above all, no And tread
kiss beneath the mistletoe
to follow the example set in the firs
At Christmas time.
month of the card regime when on thi
Germany has no long years o'f riotleft-ovtickets wen
lust day all the
ous Chrlstmases to look back upon.
utilized to hoard flour.
There is no country in peace times
250
of
present
The
allowance
grami
where the celebration is more wholeof bread is based on all the suppllei
somely merry than In Germany. The
on hand and on the probable Swisi
Germans begin a week before Christharvest. A still further reduction be mas day to bring in evergreens
of alt
low 225 grams is probable unless thi
which they pile up In the public
Swiss answer the government's appeal sizes
squares of the cities and towns until
to save bread until flour supplies ar
these look like forests of pines and
rive from Amerlcn.
hemlocks. Not one tree, but two, each
German family must have and those too
Sees Smoke 66 Miles.
to buy them are assisted by those
On
Portland, Ore.
the lookout eta poor
have
plenty. St. Nicholas Is the
who
Hon at the top of Mount Hood, ora
bottom of this seaWOOO ffeet high, Elijah Coalman re old fellow at the
On the eve of St.
mains during the fire, season.
With sonal merriment.
6, the Christday,
December
Nicholas
his glasses he covers an enormous
area of forest. Some forest service mas festival begins. That is the day
men 58 miles away burned the bought when the German children behave!
on which they had slept and Coalman For a man who Is good at keeping
secrets impersonates the saint and
at once reported the smoke.
goes around Inquiring how the children have acted during the year. He
carries a bundle of birch switches
with him and leaves them In the homes
IHIi "tlYtMY ALItN
where be thinks they may be needed.
WANTS TO SERVE U. S.
The day before Christmas in Ger
many (peace time Germany, remem
Camp
Dodge,
la.
Fred
ber) the mothers trim the house from
Adams, a private of the 350th Ind
top to bottom with strings of
fantry, is looking forward with
Christmas cakes and railing
regret to the day when he will be
greens. When It comes to trimming
discharged from the service of
the Christmas trees themselves, then
the United States. He Is a Geryou may play out in the yard, take a
man by birth, and Just two days
walk, or get out. of the way somebefore he was called to the colwhere, for this Is secret business be
ors In the droft received his first
tween mothers and Kris Krlngle. On
f'hi-lnt-

.

OF "GOVERNMENT

ALE"

's

'

hard-froste-

naturalization papers.
However, he has been adjudged an alien under the terras pf
the law by officials of the tr
department, and has been or-

dered discharged.
He spent wo
In the Germnn army.
When the men In camp were
soliciting
for Liberty bonds,
Fritz listened and then shouted :
"Boys, I won't be with you.
here long. I want to dig In with
the rest. Lieutenant, put me
down for n $100 bond, Here's
the money."

years

X

there jvilí be more ofpracrfotf solacij in rief
anrf'for a rflfof hofte ityacspaiy than fhcjrc Hvill
be of'merry-makin-

Sky Signa In London.
The failure of the siren to riso
above the "roar of London" has caused

gift-givin-

7 n tv

tin,

thmuphniitCJn-istriirlnmU- ',

N MANY millions of homes
this year1 there will be no
merry tones in the bells

Kaiser Sends Conscripts Abroad
Before Entering Into Ac- -'
.
. ,'tive Servipe.

of Shipping

Heavy.

)

g
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tables under the trees are the gifts,
surprising gifts they would seem to
some a soap-rosan ortlflclul flower,
knitted lace, a Christmns cake, or a
sausage or cheese. Most of them have
verses attached, written in curious meter. Not until six o'clock In the evening are the doors open for the festivity of the trees. Tonight the horses
.and cows of the German farmers have
peculiar gifts. It is suld that the cattle kneel on Christmas eve and say
a few animal prayers. It Is a very
great sin- to listen to their conversation, else It would be recorded here.
- If reindeer could talk on Christmas
eve, the ones that pull the family
sleighs of the Lapps of Lnpland, what
wouldn't they tell of long Journeys over
Ice and snow for days before Christ
luas In order to have their masters
and the children at church on Christ
mas morning! Miles over the snow
come the people of the North to hear
the familiar monotoned message or
the birth of the Chrlstchlld from their
pastors. Tlmre is no lightness In this
ceremony, nor any gifts for the children, nor gay music. The tent or hut
homes are filled with guests for the
Christmas holidays, so full that there
Is no room for evergreens or candles.
They take their Christmas with faces
as solemn ns mummies and make the
attendant ceremonies as unjoyful as
possible. Marriages are performed dur
ing the season, children are seut to
school for a few weeks, babies are
christened, the dead are buried, and
liquor is sent around with luvishness.
This is Christmas for the Lapps. Who
will change with them?
Norway outside of Lapland has a
more Joyous time of It. Norwegian
children have Christmas trees and little gifts that are hidden lu
way corners for them to find. Every
bird In Norway must know of an ap
proaching Christmas, for the boys and
girls tie oats and corn on the trees,
the fences, the tops of houses and
barns, and on high poles they erect in
their yards so that the birds may feast
with them. What a chattering there
must be In Norway on Christmas morn
ing! After a day of feasting and
church services, little boys with white
lanterns, carmantles and
rying dolls to represent the Virgin
Mary and the Chrlstchlld, sing carols
trolling muslclnns.
In the tlQmeu.
serenade at twilight.
To be clean for Christmas Is thi
problem that haunts the Swedish
housewife.
For days she scours and
Not a piece of
scrubs and washes.
trimming or furniture Is left unpolished. All dirt Is sinful, and must not
be tolerated at this holy season. While
the cleaning Is going on, there is the
baking of Christmns breads,
star-shape- d

ring-shape-

that must dry under the
beams for a week or two, and the
brewing of spiced drinks. A wine that
the Swedish women make with
spices Is an aromatic quaff
with a holiday smell. Never can there
be a proper Christmas In Sweden without home-mad- e
cheeses, especially the
sweet ones made of boiled sweet milk

and molded fantastically. Santa Clous
appears In person to Swedish children
and distributes his sled of gifts. When
he has disappeared as mysteriously as
he came, they Join hands and sing
Christmas jingles until they work up
a fine appetite for Christmas mush,
an Indispensable sweet ricé boiled a
long time In milk with cinnamon and
sugar, with blanched almonds for flavor, to be eaten with cream. Christmas fish In Sweden has the same share
of respectability that rare roast beef
has in England. It Is hurled for days
in wood ashes, then bailed and served
with hot milk. Sled parties of forty
or fifty sleds each go to church on
Christmas morning, with the ringing
of long rows of sleigh bells and festive
trappings. The day itself Is one of
peace and quiet. But on the next day
the fun begins, and continues until all
their four holidays are over Christ
mas, the day after, the twelfth day,
and the twentieth. The ceremony of
untrimmlng the tree Is as much of a
frolic as Its decoration.
There are no
house greens to take down, because
this is their sign of mourning, but
there are flowers If they can be obtained.

Christmas turkeys' In Denmark are
geese that share honors ut'the Christmas feast with a special kind of cuke.
The
remains on the table
throughout Yuletlde Just to uphold
tradition. At midnight on Christmas
eve those who have fruit trees take
lanterns and a stick and find their
way Into the orchards. Each tree Is
struck three times by the head of the
house with the Injunction, "Kejo'.ce
and be fruitful." No one who can
possibly avoid It works from Christmas until after New Year's day.
"Greetings for the Lord's birth" la
the Itusslan wny of saying, "Merry
Christmas," to which the answer Is,
"God be with you." Besides celebrating the nativity, the Iiussians' cherish
a mystical lore of the Goddess of the
Sun, who, at Christmas time, wus supposed to enter her sledge, dressed hi
gorgeous robes and headdress, and
turn her horses toward summer. Here
and there In the great country a village maiden, dressed In white and
drawn 011 a sledge from house to
house, represents the Goddess of the
Sun, wlille her retinue sing carols.
After attending a Christmas eve service In church, Itusslans set out to have
a frolicking Christmas In a community
way. One who has n large house Invites ninny other households, which
come bringing cakes and other sweets.
They would freeze in their sledges
rnther than alight before receiving the
greetings of host and hostess. There
are n large feast, games, snowballing,
and recitations and songs, sometimes
lasting throughout the night. One
wonders how revolutionary Ilusslu,
anarchistic and warworn, will celebrate the Holy Child's birth this year.
France ms a qulej Chrlstmáu gl
inf 1es prominence to ft iíian fo ñrfy
of the other days in iTie holliln
Old folks jn he provinces tell
about tfmes when Christmas' was a
gay season, celebrated with great romp
and Joy. The shopkeepers furbish
their stalls for the gift season, and
the confectioners make those delicious
little cakes with sugar forms of the
Chrlstchlld on top. Scraps of Yuletlde tradition are dearly held In the
homes of some of the peasants. The
ashes of the greut Yule log are thought
to be protection against lightning and
bad luck; the old log has magic power
to fill with peppermints shoes left
beside it, and its ashes dropped Into
medicine have wonderful curative powers. French children have Christmas
trees and little cradles mnde of evergreens, representations of the holy
manger. Frunce sings carols through
the whole month of December, strolling musicians playing their Noels from
The presence of
house to house.
American soldiers thre this year undoubtedly will alter the ancient customs of the people somewhat.
Christmas in. Italy means a children's season, wherein' the little folks
reconsecrate themselves by singing
and reciting pieces in the streets,
and In Spain It means no end of social
ayety among the young folks, almost
to the point of such roysterlng as
Americans indulge In on Hullowe'en.
In America It seems to be a gala comcustoms
bination of these
and others with a little more lavish- aispiay. trom
ness and good-tim- e
"Yuletlde In Many Lands," by Mary P.
Pringle and Clara A. Urann.
snlt-cell-

f.
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Hit Little Jest
you were an ardent food
conservationist signed the pledge and
all that."
"That's true."
"Then why complala so loudly when
I phone you that I won't be home to
dinner?"

'T thought

Probably to.

.

transports were sighted.
Various
"That fellow robbed tae once."
means of communicating the warning
"He robbed me, too.'
were tried, and in the end It was de"Fate will overtake hi .u some tlme.1
cided that beacons should be used by
"I dunno."
night and smoke clouds by day. Many
"Huh?"
false alarms were given, but though
"I've given up most of my ideas
Napoleon's troops were on the point
revenge.
I've come to
of embarking on more than one occa- about getting
conclusion that fate must nolle
sion they never left Boulogne.Dun-de- e the'
pros quite a few cases."

the authorities to experiment with sky
Once before the government
experienced a difficulty lit " warning
London of the approach of an enemji
At the time when Napoleon threatened
England with Invasion elaborate prep
Advertiser.
arations were made to cut the mala
roads leading to London. The warnA True Philosopher.
'
Cowhide Horseshoe.
ing for the City Fencibles to proceed
"What is the philosopher's stone V
Horseshoes of cowhide tre, It Is
with these operations was to be given
T guess that Is the stone we don't
from the coast the moment the French said, made in Australia.
chuck at the other fellow."
signs.

.
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Jack Vernon, of Passamonte,
shipped 300 head of cattle from
and has 600 more to

.'

RPNIN-AMFPI'"-

PUBLIC

here-Frida-

tship.

Come and get your Wood!
Saw has not yet arrived but
have plenty good solid wood
lengths, $4.50 per
in
Cord.

Q Air
ja.

xyÁ.

1LJ.

A
INSPIRED

By W. KENNEDY.

will offer at Public Auction, at

I

4-fo- ot

25 miles

All wood sold, by the cord 8x
4x4 feet regardless of length.
At the old Lee West placo, 9
miles south and east of Roy,

N-E.,R-

20

oy,

N-E.,Mi-

my Farm

4E Chateau school

lls,

n

Upton Bro's.
Rev. Howell, of Mofax, was in
Saturday on business. He seldom
comes to Roy this winter.

93

Sale to commence at 10 o'clock A.M.Sharp, The following property

Mrs; Nelly Schlitz and sister,
Miss Fliess, called Saturday on
.
business and directed
to be sent them at Pleasant
Prairie Wisconsin, in future.
Mrs. Schlitz' sale was a decided
success and she still likes N. M.

to-w-

it

HORS
Bay Mare Syrs, Roan Mare 3yrs,
Brown Mare 7 yrs, Brown Horse 6,
Bay Horse 6yrs, Brown Horse 3yrs
Two bay Horses coming 3yrs. Three
Fillies coming 2yrs. Black Horse 2yr

Trespass Notice

in:

This is to warn all persons
cutting firewood
and all other forms of trespass
upon any of my ranches is positively forbidden by me and I
will prosecute any and all trespassers under Section 39, Statutes of New Mexico who are
found trespassing in any manner on any of my lands.
.
T. E. MITCHELL,

that Hunting,

(

4 MULES
coming 2yrs

t

Three coming 3yrs one

Albert, N. M.

tf.

For Sale
One Twin Indian Motorcycle
One
One
One
One
One
One
One
One

3 good Cows, yearling bteer, bteer Lall, Heiter Lalt

Bay Mare
Jersey Cow

Typewriter
Walking Cultivator
5 hoe Grain Drill
Two Row Corn Planter
Cream Separator
0
riile

1

25-3-

3-i- n.

Mrs. J. R. KELLEY.

150 bushels of Corn,
HOUSEHOLD GOODS:-- - Kitchen Range, Heater,
Kitchen Cabinet, Bedstead, Chairs,

4 Tons of Good Feed,

twenty eight acres,
more or less, portion of Cress
Addition to the town of Mills.
Blocks 18 and 19 platted, balance
of 28 acres unplatted. All figured as acreage. Price $35.00 ,per
acre. Address S. E. Pelphry
French. N. M.
Will sell

And other articles too numerous to mention.

rrI ffc'f'fYl

How to Prevent Croup
In a child that U subject to

jLlí

"Peter Shuttled Wagon,
Iron Wheel Wagon,
2 sets work Harness, Sulky Plow

Call at residence, 8 miles south
of Roy N. M,

X

attacks

of croup, the first indication of the disGive Chamberease is hoarseness.
lain's Cougn Remedy as soon as the
child becomes bourse and the attack
may be warded off and all danger- and
anxiety avoided.

w

Cot

A credit of 10 months will be given on all sums over $10. Purchaser giving bankable note or ap- proved Security, without interest if paid when due. If not paid when due, to bear interest at
rate 0f 12 percent from date of sale until paid. 10 percent discount for cash on sums over
$10.00. Sums under $10.00 Cash in hand. No property to be removed until settled for.

te

-

Bill :SANBtIN9owif j

Stop raising scrub chickens,
Buy a pen of thoroughbred White
yfyandottes and start right. The
worlds best laying bred under
any and all conditions.
Will make you a pen of this
years pullets and cockerel the
same blood or different blood at
$1.00 per head.
'
Wm. Brashears

Col. F.O. WHITE, Auctioneer.
ERNEST PARKS,

canals in trie buez.
Before the construction of the Suez
canal, completed In 1809, there was no
direct water communication between
the Mediterranean and the lted sea,
but at various eras such communication existed by way of the Itiver Nile.
From an Inscription on the temple at
Karnnk It would appear thut a canal,
Joining the Nile and the Red sea, existed at the time of Setl I., 13S0 B. C.
This caiinl diverged from the Nile near
Buhastis and was carried along the
fertile Wadl Tumilnt to a port at the
head of the expanse of water known
today as the Bitter lake, now forming
part of the Suez ,canal route. The
channel of this canal is still traceable
in parts of the Wadl Tumllut. 'Other
canals connecting the Nile 'and the
tied seu were built In ancient times.

Made His Mouth Water.

It's a Century Old.
Occasionally we come across some
article of manufacture which has been
Improved upon year after year, only
to return again to Its original state
as the most desirable. This Is true of
.You will find it In
the pockcit-knifall degrees of perfection and ornamentation, but the stylo most approved at
the present moment Is that of the old

All of the local bean threshers
have pulled in and report all the
beans threshed in their commun
ities. It has been a big job
threshing the beans on this mesa
this year and will be bigger next
year. Some difference from when
we used to thresh all the beans navy
hov
on the mesa with a little No. 4.

knife Invented no one knows
Ion? ago. This knife- - Is the Intype, nnd U
stant actloH. drop-ou- t
made In two styles, either of which
the. Jackie prefers above all modern

Go to the ROY CAFE for
types. The
t
and
A Good Square Meal. . blade simply slides in a groove so that
Is opened by the same movement
First door South of the Bank Itwhlrh
jerks It out of the pocket. When
Roy, N. M.
It has been fouled from long usage,
pull-ou-

push-butto-

n

Dog Days.
Dog days Is the name applied to
the hottest season of the year at the
time of the heliacal rising of Sirius,
the dog star; that is, the time when
it rose just before the sun. They usually lusted for bout 40 days. We
still retain the expression of dog days
been a caunlbal. One day the' bishop as applied to the hottest season of the
received, among presents from home year, but owing to the procession of
a tin of sheep's tongues, on which he the equinoxes It Is no longer the time
The of the heliacal rising of the dog star.
made a raid for his luncheon.
"boy" looked on, his mouth watering, The' time of dog days dates from the
but with perplexity writ largo on his time when Sirius rises at the .same
face, lie afterward Confessed. that he time as the sun. Because of the prothought the tongues were human, und cession of the equinoxes, this time
that his episcopal master had rejapsed comes earlier every year by 20 minThe dish remluded utes, 20 seconds. The almanac makInto cannibalism.
him of a delicacy which had been the ers of today in this, as in many other
e
supersticases, cuter .to the
delight of his unregencrate, days.
tions of the ignorant, nnd mark the
dog days. Some of them reckon the
Chinese Coffins.
dog days from July 24 to August 24,
die
Chinese
a
It Is customary when
of greatest heat In summer
to place the body In a wooden coffin, the time
in the United States; others date them
Imported
generally
being
wood
the
from July 3 to August 11.
from China.

regrets were told
An
'by the bishop of Bunbury, Australia.
The bishop formerly held the ee of
Melanesia, which comprises what used
to be called the "Cannibal Islands."
There He hud: for servant a young-tintlve who, before his conversion,, had

the entire Uadu can be raked out and
Founder of English Fiction.
cleaned. The Jackie prizes Its simplicDaniel Defoe has been called the ity when he Is up aloft, with only one
real founder of English fiction, behand free, and' when his fingers are
cause he wrote the first noteworthy stiff and numb. At such times any
tale drawn from the Imagination, but other kind would be useless. Popular
It was Samuel Richardson who first
Science Monthly.
Gentle Hint
dealt with romance and heart throbs
Wearied Young Lady (hastening the
in the private lives of English famdeparture of tedious youth) I thin!
ilies. He was born In 1089 and was
Vote That Don't Count
we are going to have a beautiful suntak
thinking
the author of "Pamela," "Clarissa
of
Son "Father. I'm
'
v..,',
.;.
and "Sir Charles Grnndlson,' ing the political economy course at rise! ,;. ,
Clancy "All
novels In which ore commingled sickly college."
Alderman
Bravery and Temperance.
sentiment and wearisome description right, roe son; but remlmber this: Yo
So man can be brave who think
Exchange.
can't niver dcplnd awn a vote ye buy w!d the greatest evil; nor tempcrat
cheap;" Life.
considers pleasure the hlghc::
food. Cicero.
Hnr-low-

Lunch at Noon.

Clerk.

old-tim-

Suggested a Postscript.
John wus Invited to Edward's birthday dinner, the invitation reading:
"Will John come to Edward's house
He
for dinner Tuesday evening?"
wrote In reply, "John will come to Edward's house to dinner Tuesday evening. He will come!" Betty could
not understand that she was not invited and on hearing John read aloud
his acceptance before sending It, said,
plaintively, "Well, John, Just add a
little to that and say Betty will coim

To Climb a Fence.
One of the modern conveniences for
farmers is a wooden stairway built on
both sides of h fence. This Inexpensive provision does away with Injury
to fence and to careless fence climbers, bst in no wise Interferes with the
purpose oí the fence us a barrier to
.

stock.

f

too."

Ji

After dinner John Salntsbury repaired to his rooms with nothing moro
serious upon his mind than the writing of two letters. It was a clear,
cold winter evening, with just a bit too
much of a whipping wind to be
and it was with a sense of
relief that he entered his comfortable
apartments and found a cheerful firo
blazing In the grate In his sitting room.
Salntsbury wag one of those young fellows who may be described as "nicely
fixed." His apartments were not "too
much," but Just right. He dropped
Into on easy chair and ran his eye
casually over the evening paper. Then
came a parenthetical smoke, and k
sat down to his desk to write his letters.
Salntsbury' two letters were as dissimilar as it Is possible to Imagine. One
was merely a note to Edith Crawford
asking her to go with him to see "Cyrano de Bergerac" the latter part of
the week. Yet how fondly he wrote
It. He began the note "Dear Edith,"
writing the words with a caress, and
he cat admiring his own rashness,
though he knew he was merely writing,
for his own edification and that the aristocratic Miss Crawford would never
see what he had there written. He
scribbled the name nil over the page
and. then, with a sigh, laid the sheet
aside and began to write the formal
mite which he always sent to Miss
Salntsbury was so deeply
Crawford.
In love with this lady thut It actually
e,

the-S-A-
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scared him.
The second letter wlilch he had to
write wus for a friend who was in
love and wished to send a beautiful
letter announcing this fart to the woman he adored, but did not know how
to do It. "Write me n letter, John."
said Dick, "us If you were writing to
your own girl.7 John endeavored to
follow out thofe Instructions. lie did
not know the name of Dirk's sweetheart, nnd In order to do his best ho
addressed the letter to Edith Craw ford,
intending to leave her name out when
he copied the letter. He found It easy
to write under these circuios! anees,
and when it was concluded ho rend It
over and glowed with the beauty of it.
He could find no fault with it, and ho
felt that he cfttM not Improve upon It
by rewriting it. So vl.'.ij was the use
of rewriting it? Dkl: hud to ropy it
anyway In his own nervy hand. So
he took out a couple of envelopes nnd
addressed them end embised the letters, having forgotten all about leaving Edith Crawford's nnme lu his

friend's letter.
The next day at the bank he was
rtmg up by his friend Daniels. "I say,"
said Dick over the telephone, "you
didn't know that you sent me a lettei
addressed to a friend of yours, did
you? What's up, anyway, old boy?"
John remembered then that he had
forgotten to erase Miss Crawford's
name, and he blushed through tin
'phone as he replied: "Oh, that's all
right. Just scratch her name out ant
I think it will do."
"You haven't given yourself awaj
have you?" said Dick.
Could It be thut he swnpped the let
ters und sent Edith's to Dick nnc
Dick's to Edith? The' Idea was qultf
that
amusing until he remembered
Edith's name was In the beautiful love
letter. It was impossible that he could
have made such a mistake, but he was
vaguely uneasy about It, and thnt evening he hastened out to Miss Crawford's to set the matter at rest.
He found her In the drawing room
alone, and looking pensively Into th(
Are. How beautiful, how tender, how
dainty she was In the firelight glow !
He broke It awkwardly: "Did ysu
get n letter from me?"
"Yes," she answered with adorabk
softness.
"Well, did I did you can you tell
me what I wrote I mean did I say?"
"I do not understand you, Mr.
Suintsbury," said Miss Crawford, rather distantly.
"Pardon me, but I mean, did I ask
you in the letter you received whether
you cared "
"Is it possible yon do not remember
what you wrote me?" sho inquired,
ivlth beautiful lclness.
"Why, of course; but I fear there
has been some mistake "
Miss, Crawford was not only amazed,
but she was apparently quite angry.
As for him, he was in agony of doubt.
"Pardon my awkwardness," he said
with a smile, "and I will explain. Last
night I had to write two letters. One
asked you to go with me to see 'Cyrano de Bergerac.' The other was written fon friend, who asked me to write
It as if I were addressing the woman
I loved."
"Thin," said Edith, with a sort'of
sweet dismay, "this letter was not for
--

'"
me?"
"Oh, yes It was. It went straight
by mistake. That was all," said John.
"But what becomes of the Invitation
to see 'Cyrano?' " asked Edith.
"Bother Cyrano!", cried John,
entirely brave. "What I want
to know Is w hether you accept the Invitation to become Edith Salntsbury?"
"I suppose I will have to, for I an
dying to see 'Cyrano.'"
And that Is how It came about
(Copyright, 117, by the MuClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
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Wouldn't Work.
"What happened to Dubberlyt I
thought he was going to be d poet of
'
the highest type." "
'
"lie stat ted la !! rhjht, buhhj ap- '
petite was too b)
The

new s .from

Fne

'
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